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ABSTRACT 

Although there has been much historical research on the environmental culture of 

Germany during the pre- and post-World War I periods, there is a substantial gap as far as 

the war itself is concerned. Ths  paper takes a small step towards addressing that issue by 

examining middle-class German soldiers' interpretations of the landscape. It explores the 

relationship between the utopic vision of the home front and the dystopic vision of the 

fronthe, but it also demonstrates that a complex heterotopic vision of the battlefront's 

landscape emerged as an inspiration for post-war cultural regeneration. 

Keywords: Landscape, World War I (1914 -1918), Germany, Heterotopia. 
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Introduction: Mud, Blood, and Steel 

The anxiety of our era has to do fundamentally with space, no 
doubt a great deal more than with time. Time probably 
appears to us only as one of the various dstributive 
operations that are possible for the elements that are 
spread out in space.' 

(Michael Foucault 1967, B e r h  lectures) 

In the years before August 191 4, faith in science and progress led many Europeans 

to believe that "the sun was only just rising, but already its light had begun" to bring about 

the climax of human ac~om~lishrnent.~ The experience of the First World War radically 

shfted this optimistic discourse and effectively demarcated a distinct historical shft in 

European cultural history. This positive faith in progress was decimated by the destruction 

of modern war; by 191 8 German solders noted " Wir siege ntlns rtl Tode" and discussed the 

idea that the war would go on until all the dirt in France was shovelled into sandbags3 An 

important, yet rarely examined, aspect of change relating to the experience of the First 

World War is the role of environmental dscourses and interpretations of landscape. When 

soldiers came to the Front, they left behind farms, towns, and cities, and they understood the 

space of warfare to be a part of, and separate from, understood notions of landscape. Pre- 

war conservationist discourses influenced the cultural understandings of space whch formed 

the basis for soldiers' comprehension of wartime landscapes on the Western Front. The First 

World War has often been associated with the mud, blood, and steel of the Western Front; 

however, a more complete picture of the war is found in an analysis of soldiers' views of the 

landscape in which they included flowers, trees, and birds. Descriptions of the landscape 

connected soldiers to regenerative aspects of nature and differentiated the space of the 

Western Front from understood notions of normalcy. Soldiers' descriptions of warfront 

landscapes thereby allowed them to communicate their experiences in a way that contradicts 

simplistic over-arching narratives. The physical space of the First World War must be 

Quoted in Rob Shields, Places on the Ma : Alternabve G e o ~ r a ~ h l e s  of Nodernitv (New York: Routledge, 
1991), mi. 

Laurence Lafore, The Lone Fuse: An Intemretation of the On-hs of World War I (New York: J.B. 
Llppincott Company, 1965), 26. 

Translation: "We'll conquer until we are all dead", in Stanley Weintraub, A Stillness Heard Round the World: 
The End of the Great War November 1918 (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1985), 3. 



analysed as a space in which many middle-class German soldiers celebrated the regenerating 

power of nature w i t h  the destructive space of the First World War experience. 

Whde the First World War has been addressed in thousands of pages of print, many 

historians have failed to examine how the concept of landscape played an integral role in the 

formulation of wartime experiences.4 The primary aim of this paper is to explore the 

complex impact of war upon the soldier by focusing upon the ways in whch a sipficant 

minority of middle-class German soldiers of the Great War constructed and interpreted the 

landscape of the Western ~ r o n t . ~  By analyzing the ways in whch middle-class German 

soldiers perceived and understood the landscape, it wdl be argued that the battlefield 

landscape was understood by solders to be dstinct from surrounding spaces. Within this 

dvergent space, soldiers constructed meanings of the war experience that often contradicted 

understood notions of war on the home front. Observation of the ways in which middle- 

class German solders perceived the landscape of war will not only contribute to a better 

understanding of the war itself, but to a better understanding of inter-war environmental 

culture and its impact upon the Nazi r e p e ,  making landscape history a fundamental 

component of twentieth century European hstory. 

In order to address the role that landscape played in structuring meaning for middle- 

class German solders on the Western Front, it is important to define the space of the 

Western Front, and then further address the impact pre-war environmental discourses had 

upon popular understandings of warfare. The landscape of the Western Front wdl be 

analyzed as an apocalyptic landscape of industrial war that contrasted with the feminized 

utopia of the home front. Following these points, it wdl be argued that the Front acted as a 

space in which the regenerative power of the environment enabled soldiers to understand 

For further definitions of landscape, see Simon Schama Landsca~e and hfemorv (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1995), Kraft von hfaltzahn, Nature as Landsca~e: Dwelling and Understanding. (Montreal: hlcGd- 
Queen's University Press, 1994), Wdham Norton, Explorations in the understand in^ of Landsca~e: ;i Cultural 
Geogra~hv. (New York: Greenwood Press, 1989), and William Rollins, A Greener Vision of Home: Cultural 
Politics and Environmental Reform in the German Heirnutduty Movement 1904-1918. (Ann Arbour: 
University of Michigan Press, 1997). 
5 The decision to base this paper upon middle-class German interpretations of the landscape was primarily 
based upon the availability of source material. Further reasons for this choice were based upon the growing 
influence of German middle classes to formulate social debates regarding issues such as the environment. The 
implications of these discourses on conservationist involvement in the Nazi Party is of great interest, and 
therefore the pre-war discourses which defined environmental discussions is therefore important to look at. 
While there are a number of sources which allow for a comparative study to the Eastern Front, and a greater 
number of sources relating to English and French interpretations of the environment these issues have been 
excluded for the sake of brevity. 



landscape as a positive cultural force. It is the purpose of this essay to define the ways in 

whlch discourses of landscape influenced the real experiences of middle-class German 

solders, and how they incorporated these understandings of landscape within the new 

context of industrial warfare. 

Landscape history is a growing field that incorporates a 'way of seeing' the physical 

environment in which space and its interaction with culture is recognized as playing an 

integral part of history. In 1925, building upon the concepts of German and French 

geographers, the American geographer Carl Sauer radically invigorated academic dscourses 

of landscape in his article "The Morphology of ~andsca~e"."auer argued that landscape, as 

a concept, refers to the ways that culture has ordered and gven meaning to specific natural 

environments. For Sauer three factors were regarded as basic to understanding landscape, 

namely "the physical environment, the character of the people, and The emphasis on 

landscape w i t h  the dsc iphe  of geography produced the 'landscape school'. Historians 

tended to ignore the concepts and advances of geography until the 1960s and the emergence 

of environmental and cultural history. Since the 1960s, the idea that culture and nature are 

interdependent and reflexive rather than separate has reshaped dscourses and hlstorical 

debates within environmental hlstory. While there have been a large number of monographs 

written on the subject of landscape hlstory and cultural geography, an important aspect of 

influence has been curiously overlooked. The impact of warfare upon perceptions of the 

environment has been essentially missing from hlstorical debates within landscape hlstory. 

Andrew Biro has argued that understandmgs of nature are always rooted in determinate 

social condtions, and appeals to nature are always projections of social  value^.^ If trees, 

mountains, rivers, and fields therefore do not exist outside of culture, but are intrinsically 

related to political, social, and cultural processes, then it is possible that conceptions of 

landscape could play a fundamental role in the ways that the experience of warfare is 

constructed. If landscape is both material and symbolic, then it is essential to address the 

ways that cultural meanings of the material landscape were reshaped in wartime.' 

William Norton, Exdorations in the Understandin of Landsca~e: A Cultural Geoera~hv (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1989), 36. 
7 Norton, Ex~lorations in the Understandin of Landsca~e: A Cultural Geoera~hv, 37. 

Andrew Biro, Denaturalizing- EcoloPical Politics: Alienation from Nature from Rousseau to the Frankfurt 
School and Bevond (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 125. 
"orton, Ex~lorations in the Understandin of Landsca~e: Li Cultural Geoera~hv, 2. 



Whde landscape history has greatly expanded due to the work of American and 

British environmental historians, the lack of research concerning the influence of warfare to 

shape perceptions of landscape is an important gap in World War I history. Thomas Lekan 

and Thomas Zeller have further claimed that there is a significant lack of focus upon 

landscape hstory w i t h  201h century German historiography."' Ann Linder's article 

"Landscape and Symbol in the British and German Literature of World War I" is an 

example of the over-simplification of landscapes in the narration of the war experience. 

Linder understands the landscape of the front as a 'hell-on-earth', and fails to address the 

complex ways that soldiers perceived the environment of the trenches." By ignoring positive 

descriptions of the landscape of the Front, Linder erroneously confirms over-archg 

narratives of the war experience as 'hell' and concludes that this perception hectly led to 

events that culminated in the Second World war.12 This failure of historians to recognize the 

importance of the Great War landscape rests on their inablltty to 'see' nature in the space of 

war. It is therefore important to recognize that wars are fought on, over, and in the natural 

world. What this essay attempts to do then is to complicate Linder's conclusions, and to 

respond to Lekan and Zeller, by explaining the importance landscape played in the narration 

of experience for German soldiers during the First World War. 

For over four years, in thousands of lulometres of trenches, German soldiers 

debated the meaning of space in the context of industrial warfare. In this space of the 

Western Front, shells and bullets reshaped the physical landscape while the cultural 

meanings attached to that landscape were constantly in flux. Meanings, justifications, and 

discourses shifted and changed on a seemingly daily basis. It is in this space of the Front that 

landscape history is able to present more complex analyses of middle-class German soldled 

experiences in the First World war." However, in order to analyse the ways in whch 

cultural, physical, and psychological spaces shifted from 1914 to 191 8, it is of foremost 

importance to define the concept of landscape to understand the processes in whch middle- 

class German soldiers redefined specific cultural meanings of wartime landscapes. 

"' Thomas Lekan and Thomas Zeller, Germany's Nature: Cultural Landsca~es and Environmental History 
(New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 2005), 2. 
" Ann P. Linder, "Landscape and Symbol in the British and German Literature of World War I", Comparative 
Literature Studies Vol. 31 No. 4 (1994): 351-369. 
l 2  Linder, "Landscapes and Symbol in the British and German Literature of World War I", 359-361,365-366. 
l3 Celia hlalone Kingsbury, The Peculiar Sanitv of War: Hysteria in the Literature of World War I (Lubbock, 
Texas: Texas Tech University Press, 2002), xii. 



Methodology: Landscape and Space 

Addressing interpretations of the wartime experience, and its relation to perceptions 

of landscape, remains a complex endeavour. The sheer number and diversity of combatants 

lunits the ability of the historian to coherently present a narrative of wartime experience, 

particularly when it comes to interpretations of the environment. The size and scope of the 

Western Front further lunits the historian's ability to construct a coherent argument 

regardmg changing environmental concepts. The focus of this paper wdl be upon the 

influence environmental culture had upon interpretations of wartime spaces by middle-class 

German solders on the Western Front. Willlam Rollins has argued effectively that 

environmental concerns within the middle class expanded through the influence of the 

educational system and public debate.I4 The environmental movement in Germany stood for 

a reconciliation between bourgeois and proletarian movements, but there were rhetorical, 

institutional, and political differences between middle-class conservationists and working- 

15 class writers and advocates. As a result, middle-class soldiers often framed and organized 

environmental discussion within the space of war in fundamentally different ways from 

working-class soldiers. The importance of lookmg at middle-class interpretations of the 

environment is therefore based upon the influence of these soldiers on the narration of the 

First World War experience, the post-war rebddmg process, and the environmental 

movement during and after the traumatic events of the war. Furthermore, the environment 

allowed middle-class soldiers to construct and define concepts such as Heimat within a 

nationalist dscourse, while simultaneously acknowledging regonal dfferences, an important 

contribution to nationalist dscourses in the years following the war. Understanding the ways 

in which middle-class soldiers constructed their surroundmgs calls for an analysis of 

landscape as a concept. Observing the ways in which landscapes were understood highlights 

changmg environmental concerns and cultural values in the years leading up to, and during, 

the First World War. 

Rollins, A Greener Vision of Home, 156-158. 
I' Thomas Lekan, Imacjninz the Nation in Nature: Landscape Preservation and German Identity: 1885-1945. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004), 23,30,204. 



A basic understandmg of landscape begms by addressing the concept of space and 

how its definition affects the construction of landscape principles. Space has been perceived 

as simply the physical environment that surrounds the hstorical subject.'Vhis assumption 

demarcates a distinct boundary between the hstorical subject and the material objects that 

occupy the surroundmg space, thereby constructing landscapes as "something out there."" 

This framework, which relegates landscape to simple physical properties, is unable to 

incorporate social, cultural, and psychological influences. In such a framework of separation, 

the concept of landscape has often been understood as "sigmfiy[ng] a region (or space) that 

surrounds sometlung in which there exists a sense of separation while simultaneously 

exhibiting a sense of Landscape is therefore defined as a structure to be 

perceived, observed, and controlled.'%ecently, hstorians such as Simon Schama have 

redefined the relationship between space and the hstorical subject, articulating the idea that 

landscapes are not separate from subjects, but human beings act in reciprocal relationshps 

with the environment. Landscapes are, in this understanding, never defined, but act in flux 

with changing historical and cultural con&tions. Landscapes thus exist as a "way of seeing", 

allowing the environment to be understood as a site of "ideologcal debate and social 

c~ntestation".~" Simon Schama has described ths  relationship between human culture and 

the physical environment: "Landscape is the work of the mind. Its scenery is built up as 

much from strata of memory as from layers of rock."21 Thus for Schama, it is human agency 

that transforms the physical environment into landscape in order to fulfil a specific cultural 

need. He argues it is our "shaping perception that makes the dfference between raw matter 

and landscape".22 The relationshp between the physical entities that inhabit the environment 

and changing definitions of landscape is therefore able to reflect large scope "mo&fications 

in technology and philosophical outlook" and can be seen as a product of changing material 

'"Arnold Berleant, Living in the Landsca~e (Lawrence Kansas, University Press of Kansas, 1997), 29. 
'7 Barrie B. Greenbie, S~aces: Dimensions of the Human Landsca~e (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 
ix. 

Berleant, Living in the Landsca~e, 29. 
'"ndrew Biro, Denaturalizing Ecolomcal Politics: Alienation from Nature from Rousseau to the Frankfurt 
School and Bevond Foronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 138-9. Also, see Rob Shields, Places on the 
Mar-&: Alternative Geographies of Modernity (New York: Routledge, 1991), 3. 

Thomas Lekan and Thomas Zeller, Germany's Nature: Cultural Landsca~es and Environmental Historv 
(New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 2005), 5. 
2' Simon Schama, Landsca~e and Memorv (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1995), 7. 
22 Schama, Landsca~e and hiemom, 10. 



interests, perceptions, and phdosophies. '"These meanings are able to change based upon 

dffering cultural values across geographic and social &visions in hstorically specific ways. 24 

Objects and ideas that are being analyzed must be understood to be the product of social 

&scourses that order meaning and value in a given society. 25 For this study, the value that 

soldiers granted to the physical landscape reveals that the debates surroundmg the role of 

technology and culture, whch had been ongoing before the war, intensified during the war.'" 

Therefore, wartime descriptions of battlefield landscapes can be analyzed as "imagmative 

geographes" which reveal cultural &scourses on the role of the environment in modern 

~ociety.~' 

Although environmental history has greatly expanded in the last few decades, the 

ways in which understandmgs of landscape impacted sol&ers7 interpretations of the First 

World War experience have not been properly evaluated. One of the most interesting tools 

to apply in analyzing the processes of narrating landscape and wartime experience can be 

found in Michael Foucault's concept of heterotopia. Heterotopic spaces can be defined as 

spaces that are "in relation with all the other sites, but in such a way as to suspend, 

neutralize, or invert the sets of relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect."" 

A heterotopic space thereby is defined by the sets of relations that exist with other spaces. 

Furthermore, Kevin Hetherington has argued that heterotopias are "places of otherness.. . 

23 Edward Relph. Rational Landsca~es and Humanistic Geoera~hv. (London: Croom Helm, 1981), 65. .I 
further important address of landscape history has been made in regards to changing philosophical perspectives 
regarding the environment. For more information see Rob Shields, Places on the Marein: Alternative 
Geographies of M o d e r n i ~  (New York: Routledge, 1991), 29; Michael Foucault. "Of Other Spaces (1967), 
Heterotopias" Michael Foucault Info. 
h t t ~ : /  /foucault.info/documents/heteroTo~ia/foucault.heteroTo~ia.en.html Accessed: February 10, 2006; 
Catherine Howett, "Where the One-Eyed Man is King: The Tyranny of Visual and Formalist Values in 
Evaluating Landscapes", in Understanding Ordmary Landscapes ed. Paul Groth and Todd Bressi (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1997), 88-89; Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Nature: Women. Ecologv. and the 
Scientific Revolution (New York: Harper and Row, 1980), 188; and Wdham Rollins, A Greener Vision of 
Home, 6, 28-9, 155. 
24 Lekan and Zeller, Germanv's Nature, 18. Also see Wolfgang Natter, Literature at War. 1914-1918: 
Remesentin9 the "Time of Greatness" in Germany (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 29. 
25 Kraft von Maltzahn, Nature as Landsca~e: Dwelling and Understandmg (Montreal: McGiL-Queen's 
University Press, 1994), 5. 
26 Maltzahn, Nature as Landscape: D w e h  and Understanding, 5, 114. 
27 Joan M. Schwartz and James Ryan, eds., Picturing Place: Photography and the Geogra~hical Imaeination 
(New York: I.B. Tauris, 2003), 5. 
28 Quoted in Vincenzo Guarrasi, "Paradoxes of Modem and Postmodem Geography: Heterotopia of 
Landscape and Cartographic Logic", in Postmodern Geography: Theory and Praxis ed. Claudlo Mmca, 
(Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 228. 



sites constituted in relation to other sites by their differen~e."~~ ~ e t e r o t o ~ i a s  are, therefore, 

spaces that organize the social world in differing ways from spaces that surround them. For 

Hetherington, the heterotopic space is a peripheral space; it is defined as a space which is 

related to the central space (the space in which normalcy is defined and understood) but 

defines relations in dffering ways."' Michael Foucault defined heterotopia in hls lecture 

entitled "Of Other Spaces" (1967), in which he argued that heterotopias are real spaces in 

which cultural meanings are in a process of change, and thus act as "counter-sites."' The 

application of the concept of heterotopia to the Western Front allows for the analysis of a 

dstinct geographic and topographical space, which was also constructed imaginatively in 

relation to the cultural values attached to the landscape of the homeland, in turn allowing 

these values to be reshaped or reversed in response to wartime experiences. The impact of 

new technologcal innovations, the destructive power of modern warfare, and the mass 

participation in the war, allowed the environment to be defined in various contra&ctory 

ways. It is these changmg sets of relations between soldiers and the landscape that permit the 

Western Front to be understood as a heterotopic space, both as a counter-site and a site of 

otherness. 

Foucault addressed the concept of heterotopic spaces and changmg definitions of 

place by observing the involvement of utopic and dystopic dscourses in defining spaces. 

The notions of dystopia and utopia are key concepts to understanding a heterotopic space 

and will be emphasized throughout this paper. If utopias are understood as unreal sites 

because of the impossibdtty of perfection, then dystopias represent the notion of absolute 

destruction and deprivation and are therefore also unreal. In contrast to these ideas, Foucault 

argued that heterotopias do exist in a real space, but contain both utopic and dystopic 

elements in a process of cultural definition. The contradictory notions of perfection and 

deprivation allow ideas of both utopia and dystopia to permeate the meanings associated 

with a given space, in this case the Western Front. As reflections of other sites, both real and 

imagined, heterotopic spaces act as "mirrors of society" in whlch definitions of space are in 

flux and unstable." When solders encountered new technological and destructive powers at 

2Wevin Hetherington, The Badlands of Modernity: Heterotopia and Social Ordering (New York: Routledge, 
1997), viii. 
"Hetherington, The Badlands of Modernitv, 46. 
31 Foucault, "Of Other Spaces", h t t ~ : / / f o u c a u l t . i n f o / d o c u m e n t s / h e t e r o T o ~ l  
32 Foucault, "Of Other Spaces", http://foucault.info/documents/heteroTopia/foucault.heteroTopia.en.html 



the Western Front and witnessed the effects shells, gas, tanks, and flamethrowers had upon 

men and land altke, they were often forced to challenge previously understood notions of 

warfare and landscape. In the resulting discourses the relationshp between the Front and 

other spaces (and between human beings and the environment) could be radcally altered. 

Heterotopias act as sites that are able to reflect cultural changes by juxtaposing 

utopic and dystopic environments within a real geographic location to create spaces of 

discourse in which meaning is constructed and reconstructed. 33 The heterotopic space of the 

Western Front was perceived as being 'outside' both previously established notions of 

warfare and the established social relations of Germany. The landscape of the Western Front 

can therefore be understood as existing outside 'normalcy'. While it exists w i t h  a 

perceivable geographcal location, the heterotopic space of the Front is constructed through 

references to utopic and dystopic elements, and it is defined by its changing cultural relations 

with other spaces. In this space of dscourse, German middle-class solders could use their 

interpretations of the wartime landscape to construct their own understandings of the First 

World War. In order to define the changes in the interpretations of landscape on the Front it 

is imperative to frame this dscussion through an analysis of pre-war environmental culture. 

Pre-War Environmental Culture in Germany 

In the two decades before the First World War, a growing number of middle-class 

German citizens began to participate in political and cultural debates that sought to 

reinterpret the role of the environment in German society. The "life reform" (Lebensrgom) 

movement emphasized national renewal and regarded environmental reforms as a central 

element of their reform campaign at the turn of the century. Environmental preservationist 

groups, as well as German Youth groups, actively articulated the idea that the natural 

environment offered an authenticity (dax Echte) that could not be found in the increasingly 

industrialized, urbanized image of ~ e r m a n ~ . "  The impetus for such a movement was the 

increasingly obvious negative impact human beings were having upon the environment. 

Population growth, rapid industrialization, and new technologies combined to reshape the 

3Toucault, "Of Other Spaces", http://foucault.info/documents/heteroTo~ia/foucault.heteroTo~ia.en.html 
?.' Lekan, Imaeinine the Nation in Nature, 23,219. 



environment with unprecedented speed. Urban sprawl, air and water pollution, and the ever- 

expanding railways and electric h e s  worked to destroy perceived understandmgs of natural 

landscapes." An analysis of pre-war environmental culture then is enlightening, for in 

observing the ways in which &scourses regarding the environment were framed in the years 

leadmg up to the war, we are able to understand how pre-war discourses influenced the ways 

in whch German soldiers understood the landscape of the Front after 1914. 

Historians and contemporaries have both claimed that pre-war environmentalists 

were working to 'turn back the clock of time'. Yet in 1904, the Freiburg economics professor 

Carl Johann Fuchs defended the movement against this charge: 

We have no intention of jamming the spokes of the 'wheel of time', or indeed of 
trying to turn it back. But we can and wiU steer it so that it does not run over the 
beauties of our homeland, and does not drive us up the creek of affectation and 
pretentious superficiality, but rather takes us up to the heights of real culture.'" 

Fuchs argued that a fundamental tenet of modern civhzation was environmental 

conservation, and contended that environmental preservation was not in conflict with 

industrial and political progress w i t h  Germany. Additionally, Fuchs contended that unul 

German society controlled environmental degradation German Ktrlttrrwould fail to be 'real'. 

Fuchs assumed a ralcal &vide between dystopic and utopic images of the environment, in 

whch either the environment is pure (and thus reflected German culture) or it is being 

destroyed (whch also reflected German values). This dscourse regardng the state of the 

environment grew sigruficantly in the years leading up to the First World War, as indcated 

by the number of references in German newspapers to environmental issues (whch rivalled 

the number devoted to the issue of education)." The plight of the environment was a 

fundamental issue in early twentieth century Germany. An understandmg of environmental 

conservationist movements and the German Youth League reveals that environmental 

&scourses did not suddenly emerge during the war, but were products of earlier cultural 

&scussions relating human beings to the environment. If, as Rudy Koshar has argued, "how 

people experience has much to do with the meanings they derive, the memories they 

" Raymond Dominick 111, The Environmental Movement in Germany: Prophets and Pioneers. 1871-1971 
(Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1992), 3. 
" Quoted in hiatthew Jefferies, Politics and Culture in Wilhelmine Germanv: The Case of Industrial 
Architecture (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 1995), 60. 
" See Dominick, The Environmental Movement in Germanv, 66. (Dominick used three newspapers in order 
to compare the increase in references to environmental issues. He used Die FrankfurterAllgemeine Zeilung, 
Vonvarts, and Die Neue Preussische Kreu?yeitung.) 



preserve, and the anticipation with which they approach the future," an analysis of pre-war 

experiences, pre-war memories, and ideas of the future is essential to understanding the way 

in which the German soldier framed the environment during the First World War. '' 
From the late 1880s to the early 1910s, a number of conservation groups such as the 

Bund Heimatscbut~ (League for Homeland Protection) and the Natufreunde (Friends of 

Nature) emerged to focus public attention upon the landscapes of Germany. Raymond 

Dominick has argued that the rise of environmental conservationist groups can be attributed 

to both environmental degradation and to the rise in leisure time from 1880 to 1914. With 

less than a 10-hour workday, an enforced one and a half day rest each week, and the growth 

of infrastructure that allowed for travel, more and more Germans were able to experience 

differing landscapes w i t h  Germany. '"he growth of leisure time, tourism, and the 

explosion of outdoor activities reveals the extent to which German citizens were beginning 

to focus upon the environment as a relaxing alternative to the urban-technological lifestyle 

that many middle-class Germans l i~ed .~"  While not every individual participated in 

conservationist groups, the emerging popularity of outdoor recreation allowed for a renewed 

emphasis upon environmental  issue^.^' Matthew Jefferies has claimed that although records 

for membership in conservation groups are difficult to obtain, an estimated 100,000 people 

belonged to the Heimatscbuty movement in 1906, with their number drastically rising in the 

years between 1906 and 1914.~' Dominick bolsters Jefferies' evidence by stating that in 1900, 

four other conservationist groups had less than 5000 members, yet by 1912, they had an 

excess of 50,000 members. While Dominick admits that these numbers are comparatively 

low in a nation of 60 d o n ,  the sharp rise in membership reflects an important shft in 

3 Rudy Koshar, "Seeing, Travehg, and Consuming: An Introduction", in Histories of Leisure, ed. Rudy 
Koshar (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2002), 20. 
" Dominick, The Environmental Movement in Germanv, 71. See also the work of Rudy Koshar and his 
discussions relating changing workplaces to changmg notions of leisure and travel. See Rudy Koshar, German 
Travel Cultures. (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2000) and Koshar, "Seeing, Traveling, and Consuming: An 
Introduction", in Histories of Leisure (Oxford: Berg Publishers, 2002), 1-26. 
40 Rollins, h Greener \'ision of Home, 73. 
41 This concept is supported by the work of Wdham Rollins. If the environmental movement was supported 
primarily by the middle-class, and more middle class citizens were able to travel, it can be argued that there is a 
relationship between travel, leisure time, and involvement in preservationist groups such as the Heimatschutq 
movement. See: R o h s ,  A Greener Vision of Home, 73-74. 
J2 Jefferies, Politics and Culture in Wilhelmine Germany, 53-55. 



focus upon environmental issues.43 Along with the sharp increase in membership in 

environmental movements, increased dscussions in newspapers widened the impact of 

discourses regarding environmental issues in pre-war ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ ~  In observing the ways in 

which conservation groups attached meaning to the environment, we can understand how 

they may have influenced the ways in whch middle-class solders perceived the landscape of 

the Western Front. In order to do so it is first important to define the ways in whch 

landscape and the environment were formulated within pre-war German culture. 

Conservationist groups used anthropocentric reasoning to justify environmental 

45 preservation and to expand the social impact of their message. Arguing that protection of 

the environment allowed for a sustainable economy, improved public health, and upheld a 

moral obligation to future generations, conservationists were able to gain a popular audience 

46 for the protection of the environment. Using anthropocentric arguments for 

environmental conservations and preservation allowed pre-war environmentalists to respond 

to the arguments of politicians h e  Freiherr von Wolff-Metternich, who stated in a 

parliamentary debate regardmg a bird protection bill in 1912, "Animals are not ends in 

themselves; on the contrary they should serve Man, the king of creation."47 The lack of 

intrinsic value placed upon natural objects and beings led conservationists to argue that 

conservationist measures would improve European society. More amorphous reasoning 

included the view that the destruction of the environment led to the degradation of non- 

Dominick, The Environmental Movement in Germanv, 56. One of the many criticisms levelled at Dominick 
is the fact that he de-emphasizes the role of preservationist groups, specifically the Heimatschutp movement, and 
h s  numbers are far too low and do not gwe preservationists enough weight. It should be noted that these 
numbers are probably much too low but not enough evidence is available (regarding the four groups that 
Dominick mentions here) to say by how much. Because of the lack of sufficient wntten evidence, I will use 
Dominick's number of 50,000 but it should be assumed that this is a very low estimate. See: Rollins, A Greener 
Vision of Home, 21 1. 
44 Dominick, The Environmental Movement in Germany, 3. 
A5 The importance of these movements in Germany has been discussed at length by William Rollins. Rolhns has 
argued that the Heimatschutp movement grew to 30,000 members by 1914 and statistically was largely composed 
of middle-class citizenry. Rollins has argued that the largest membership job identification came in the form of 
general commerce (7.5%), general administration (6.0•‹/o), and education (6.0•‹/o). By contrast the lowest three 
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participate in environmental preservationist movements. However it is also important to note that poor 
participation came from upper classes such as professors (0.6'/0) and lawyers (l.BO/o), which suggests that 
environmental preservation was almost exclusively a middle-class venture. Taken from Rollins, A Greener 
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in Nature. 5. 
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material German values. On the collective level, it was argued that the degradation of the 

environment reflected deteriorating cultural strength and vigour. On the inchidual level, 

nature could encourage creativity, rejuvenate the spirit, and provide aesthetic enjoyment.4x 

Conservationist dscourse in the early twentieth century therefore budt upon the ideas of 

Wllhelrn Heinrich Riehl, who held a "bitter hosdty to industrial capitalism and metropolitan 

life, seeing both as corrosive of the moral solidarity he thought inherent in traditional work 

and ~ o r n r n u n i t y . " ~ ~ h a n ~ e s  in the environment were seen as reflecting changing cultural 

values, and social critics and conservationists argued that the degradation of the environment 

and the growth of urban centers reflected the degradation of 'German' value systems. 

By framing environmental protection w i t h  moral anthropocentric discourses, 

conservationist groups articulated a mental topography that associated specific customs, 

idoms, and identities with images of the German landscape. The science of ecology was 

therefore supplanted by cultural debate. In doing so, preservationist groups transformed 

environmental developments such as the disappearing forests (ddsterben) into cultural icons 

that acted as referents to the supposed decay of German ~ultur .~" In framing geographc 

locations and topographies within the language of moral and cultural protection, German 

preservationist groups were able to not only protect important environmentally sensitive 

areas, but were able to articulate cultural meanings in which the landscape could be morally 

invigorating and stimulate emotional attachment to the nation of ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ '  T h s  language 

of moral elevation assumed that "environmental degradation thus produced not only the 

death of nature, but also a loss of memory, destroying the ties between selfhood and Heimat 

deemed necessary for emotional and physical development."52 

According to Wiham R o h s  the term Heimat, which is loosely translated as 

'homeland', refers to a description of a place beyond the immediate sensible elements of a 

landscape. Heimat resonates "powerfully at more emotional-affective levels of meanings, 

+# Dominick, The Environmental Movement in Germanv, 8. 
49 Riehl constructed two distinct definitions of the German national identity. The first type of community was 
Gemeinsch4t (an organically bonded community), corresponding to a landscape in which citizens exist in a 
constant and balanced relationship with the environment. Riehl contrasted this to a Gesellsch4t, which he 
defined as "an aggregate of individuals connected only by material interests". See Simon Schama, Landsca~e 
and Memom 113. 
j" Schama, Landscape and Memory, 61,95. 
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connotating psychological comfort as well as a wider social cohesiveness and rootednes~."~" 

Defined as a local and often pastoral trahtional landscape, the term Heimat allows for what 

Alon Confino has called a "common denominator of variou~ness".~~ Confmo claims that the 

concept of Heimat provided a framework for negotiating regonal dminctions without 

compromising the concept of a political, social, and cultural nation. Conservationists used 

terminology such as Heimat in order to construct associations between the idea of a 

'German' landscape and a national identity defined by moral, ethlcal, and cultural purity. As a 

result, the landscapes of Germany were infused with spiritual meaning, and the German 

citizenry became protectors not only of the physical landscape but also protectors of 

Germany's supposed moral and cultural superiority. Such cultural associations made 

aesthetics a fundamental concept w i t h  environmental culture.55 In using aesthetics and 

Heimat, conservationists could lobby for environmental reform by creating a distinct national 

hscourse associating German Ktlhrwith the aesthetic value of landscapes and ecologcal 

r e ~ ~ o n s i b i l i t y . ~ ~ n  this social commentary the inchidual was seen as an essential part of the 

collective whole, and it was argued that the indwidual's 'selfhood' (identity) could only be 

located within the national community defined in terms of local Heimat landscapes. In such 

an argument, the indwidual and the collective whole were interdependent. In using such 

argumentation conservationists insinuated that landscape could be appreciated by anyone, no 

matter the social, cultural, geographic, or economic ddferences among them, and therefore 

included every German citizen in the environmental &scourse, bolstering the idea of a 

German homeland." These &scourses of aesthetics and environmental preservation were 

available to middle-class German solhers as they narrated their own experiences of the 

wartime landscape from 1914 to 191 8. 

j-ollins, A Greener Vision of Home, 5. 
j4 Alon Confino, "The Nation as Local Metaphor: Heimat, National hiemory, and the German Empire: 1871- 
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A further development that brought environmental concerns to the fore in the years 

before 1914 was the growth and development of German youth groups w i t h  the middle- 

classes. The appearance of such groups reflected deeper concerns relating the individual to 

the state. Often anti-urban and anti-industrial, these groups were an essential element of 

cultural criticism (Kalttlrkn'tik) in the Wdhelrmne age.5x One of the most important of these 

groups was the Wandemogel, which numbered 2 million members by 191 4.5"andemogel clubs 

shared conservationists' criticism of the detrimental effects of urban industrial life, and belief 

that the natural environment could elevate the indvidual. What kept these two groups apart 

is the emphasis in the Wandemogelupon the indvidual while conservationists discussed the 

role of Heimat in forming a national community."~hile the two groups had their 

dfferences, conservationists provided the inspiration for Wandemogel participation in 

environmental protectionism." The conservationist ideas of the Heimatschtlt; movement 

filtered down into youth groups, and spread the concept of the landscape as part of German 

Ktllttlr and identity." In their hrking and outdoor trips, the Wandemogel movement reiterated 

the importance of the environment in shaping the indvidual and the state. Youth groups 

simultaneously argued that environmental conservation should be a popular dscourse and 

thus stayed out of high politics.63 

Involvement in conservationist groups and youth groups was primarily a middle- 

class affair, yet their ideas trickled down throughout Germany and influenced architecture, 

politics, and cultural discourses. With roughly two d o n  German middle-class boys 

involved in youth groups, the possibhty that these values were brought to the Western 

Front is important to recopze.  The focus upon the environment that was shared by 

conservationist and youth groups allowed a vast number of middle-class solders to 

understand the landscape as central to their identity under the pressures of war. The 

celebration of the indvidual within the context of the national community allowed solders 

to articulate individual experiences of the Front without subtracting from ideas of national 

community. Middle-class German solders simply argued that the space of the Western 

jX Peter Stachura, The German Youth Movement 1900-1 945: An Intemretive and Documentam History, 
(London: Macmillan Press, 1981), 13-14. 
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Front established a community of experience that bonded the d o n s  of men together. The 

pre-war Knltnrkn'tik movement of 1880-1 91 3, which criticized urban-industrial society, re- 

emerged during the war as d t a r y  technology destroyed both earth and man in the 

landscape of the Western Front. The experience of the First World War therefore cannot be 

separated from pre-war environmental concerns and specific pre-war dscourses which 

equated the landscape with culture. 

The Landscape of War: German Soldiers and the First World 
War Experience 

The First World War was understood by participants in a dverse number of ways- as 

a cultural mission, a defence against territorial invasion, a spiritual struggle (gei~t versus 

materialism), an imperialist war waged for the r h g  classes, a tragic event devoid of 

meaning, and the generator of a new ~ e r m a n ~ . "  For the d o n s  of soldiers who fought in 

the First World War, one of the challenges was constructing a narrative of experience with 

respect to the events of modern industrial warfare. The lack of historical precedent meant 

that they lacked the language to express t h s  experience. What a great number of soldiers d d ,  

then, was to initiate a dscourse which contrasted the experience of the war to preceding 

experiences. The summer of 1914 thus assumed the status of a lost innocence that could not 

be regained, a common theme in early narrations of wartime experiences by German 

solders." One soldier, Walter Roy, addressed this image in h s  letter of November 141h, 

1914: 

. . .Oh how suddenly everything has changed! First the free, sunshlmng, 
enchanting summer, golden happiness, a life of liberty, enthusiasm for Nature, 
poetry, music, brightness and joy, all the effervescence of youth: oh, what a lovely 
summer it was! And now cold, cruel, bitter earnest, stormy winter, death and misery! 
And everythmg vanished so suddenly. How I lived and loved is now hke a dream, a 
passing mood, the sweet remembrance.. .Only one thing is real now- the war!66 

For Roy, the summer of 1914 was an idyllic landscape of youth, nature, and happiness that 

radcally shifted with the beginning of the Great War. The experience of warfare deeply 

contrasted with Roy's pre-war experiences, and he communicated h s  experience by 

" Natter, Literature at War. 11. 
65 Paul Fussell, The Great War and Modern Memorv. (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), 24. 
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contrasting utopic images of the summer to dystopic images of winter, death, and war. The 

space that the war occupied is then literal and symbolic. The landscape of the war and the 

relationship between individuals and their surroundmgs contrasted with 'normal7 sets of 

relations. Soldiers' observations that society had radtcally altered with the advent of war 

allowed the Front to be understood as a space that existed in relation to, yet separate from, 

notions of normalcy. 

Through the use of comparison, middle-class solders were able to separate the space 

of the Front from normal patterns of social life, yet in doing so simultaneously constructed a 

distinctive community of experience in order to regain some sense of meaning from the war. 

Placed within the contest of a modem industrial war, many turned to tradtionally 

understood tropes in order to convey their experiences using utopic and dystopic imagery. 

The polarization of language often used by soldiers allowed the landscape of the Western 

Front to be understood as reflective of an ongoing dscourse relating the environment to 

technological innovation. For many soldiers ths  discourse reached a clunax in the war 

experience and the landscape itself was seen as the epitome of ths  war. The Front became a 

space where the landscape was understood as the ultimate test of boundaries in cultural and 

geographc terms." Nicholas J. Saunders encapsulated ths  argument in claiming that the 

landscape of the Western Front (both during and after the war) was a contested place of 

dscourse in which discussions of the war were essentially addressing pre-war concerns 

regardmg technology and the envir~nment."~ W i t h  the space of the Front, many solders 

portrayed the landscape as apocalyptic while simultaneously describing the landscape of 

home as utopic. The contrasting descriptions of wartime landscapes enabled soldiers to 

incorporate indvidual experiences within a larger shared experience of war. 

The divergence of the First World War from previously accepted notions of warfare, 

and the role of the environment in shaping thls experience, can be found in a letter written 

by Walter Limmer on September 9th, 1914: "I am writing ths  letter in a sort of grave-lrke 

hole whch I dug for myself in the firing-line". ""immer asserts that his experience of 

warfare is drastically different from other wars based on his position of static placement 

under the ground, a space that is often associated with the grave and its proximity to death. 

0 Svend Erik Larsen, "Landscape, Identity, and War", New Literary History 35 no. 3 (2004), 484. 
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Limmer makes a comparison that associates the landscape with death rather than the 

generation of life. For many sollers hke Limmer, the First World War occurs in a place in 

which mobihty is hampered and living men exist underground with their deceased comrades, 

a radically lfferent experience of warfare then had been predicted by pre-war propaganda. 

Changing d t a r y  technology shfted meanings and understandmgs of warfare, and 

communicating these dfferences became an important challenge for many combatants. As 

soldiers fought on the Western Front and related those experiences to those at home they 

constructed an "imagined community" of solders' e ~ ~ e r i e n c e . ~ "  The narration of a 

'community of experience' suggests that justifications for the war were not solely 

constructed 'from above', but soldiers themselves participated in the "mobhation of the 

imagination" from below.71 

Omer Bartov has suggested that from 1914 to 191 8, d o n s  of narratives were 

constructed in order to understand the grim reality of "baptism by fire".72 During t h s  period 

10,573,242 German soldiers served in the war eff~rt.~"n udz ing  the cultural resources at 

their dsposal, middle-class German solders were able to respond to the sense of dissolving 

selfhood that massive conscripted armies and technological innovation had produced, while 

simultaneously reinforcing the cultural values attached to Germany for which they fought, 

important elements within middle-class German culture. Building upon traditional notions 

of German Bildtlng, soldiers' attempted to communicate personal experiences in order to 

convey the radical changes they were experiencing, especially with regard to technology and 

7u Here I am referring to Benedict Anderson's famous work Imamfled Communities. Whtle Anderson's work 
essentially addresses nationalism, I believe that the reference is important. The difference of experience allowed 
for the construction of a community of experience that was imagined- that is the experience was understood to 
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make-ups and intensities of battles, was narrated as a single story of experiencing the catastrophe of industrial 
warfare. The importance of this myth is further demonstrated in its impact when Ernst von Salomon watched 
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the en~ironment .~~ Landscape was a central motif which middle-class German soldiers used 

to narrate their experiences. Solders' descriptions of the landscape allowed them to re- 

invigorate environmental and cultural concerns that modern technological processes had 

begun in a new wartime context. These dscourses, however, were often contradictory and 

complex. 

Diaries, letters and even photographs reflect the importance of landscape in 

understandings of the war and this study will draw particularly upon letters as source 

material. With little information reaching citizens other than government publications, 

Feldpostebrief(war letters) written by soldiers to family and friends were a crucial source of 

information about the war. The importance of Feldpo~febriefwas evident even in the opening 

months of the war when the Kn'tgsn~i~zisten'um became heavily involved in the collection of 

1ette1-s.75 In September 1914, the Ninth Army Corps announced that Lieutenant Lorenz was 

to collect letters from soldiers and civihans "to prepare the project of writing the hstory of 

the present war.. . .Everythmg is to be reported honestly and nothing needs to be 

concealed."7~mportantly, during the first two years of the war there was little censorship of 

letters although stringent censorship was enacted from 1916 to 191 8.77 While the process of 

wartime collection and edting of letters does not lead to a transparent portrayal of the war 

experience (a problem exacerbated by the destruction of the largest collections of letters in 

the Reich archives by the bombings of the Second World War), these primary documents are 

an essential source for a dscussion of wartime environmental perceptions.7H 

One of the most important collections of letters was published in 1928 by Dr. 

Phllipp Witkop (Professor of Modern Literature at Albert-Ludwig University of Freiburg), 

who assembled a collection of First World War letters from primarily middle-class solder- 

7-' Frederick Beiser, The Romantic Im~erative: The C o n c e ~ t  of Earlv German Romanticism (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2003), 88. 
75 Natter, Literature at War, 79-80. 
76 Quoted in Wolfgang Natter, Literature at War. 1914-1940: Representing the "Time of Greatness" in 
Germanv. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 80. 
77 Natter, Literature at War, 79-81. Linda McGreevy, Bitter Witness: Otto Dis and the Great War (New York: 
Peter Lang, 2001), 7-8. 
7Wolfgang Natter, Literature at War. 79-81. Natter has noted the importance of letters in his study, yet 
recognizes the limitations that these letters have previously had upon historical interpretations of the war. The 
large number of letters lost due to the Second World War, the ravages of time, and the inability of archives to 
gain access to family letters limits the number of letters that are able to be analyzed by historians. This, 
however, does not detract from their importance and representative abhties. For the purposes of this study, it 
is assumed that the collection of letters represents the ideas, interpretations, and hopes of middle class German 
soldiers. 



students. This collection, Geman Students' WarLetters, serves as the basis for much of this 

paper, and Dr. Philipp Witkop therefore deserves some attention. Witkop's first publication 

was h s  dssertation, Die 07ganisation derArbeiterbildzlng (the organisation of worker education). 

Published in 1903, the dissertation addressed the "social question" from the perspective of 

ed~cat ion.~ '  Witkop argued that social issues could be solved with education, however, his 

idea of education is based upon bourgeois concepts. Witkop bluntly phrased his paternalistic 

ideas of education stating: 

The goal of the social question is to help the worhng man reach an existence worthy 
of human d p t y .  What else does this mean but to elevate him to a state of 
conscious existence; to lift hlm from a condtion of dullness and animal urges toward 
a clear, conscious way of life that would enable h s  full participation in the 
achievements of human culture and education?'" 

Witkopys paternal perception of the working classes is present throughout his career as he 

consistently argued that education will enable students and workers to overcome class 
'1 dfferences. The war, for Witkop, was a h d  of Bildttngsstatte (site of education), where the 

camaraderie would help solve the "social question" and raise Germany as a nation. In 1916, 

Witkop was called up by the army and became the edtor  of a soldier newspaper, offered 

education classes, and built up h s  concept of educating workers and celebrating the solder- 

students. Witkop began t h i n h g  of collecting the letters of solders in 1915, and published 

four volumes of letters, the first in 1916, the second in 191 8, a widely popular 1928 edtion, 

and an expanded 1933 edition. These collections of letters were selected from over twenty 

thousand letters he had amassed, nearly all of them letters by soldier-students. What 

Witkop's work suggests then is that he was ddigently focused upon the future growth of 

Germany, arguing this would only be possible through the solution of the "social question". 

This paternalistic view of worhng-class solders taints the collection of letters upon whch  

t h s  paper is based; however, what it does allow is a portrait of middle-class views of the war. 

Wolfgang Natter has r e c o p z e d  problematic elements found in the usage of wartime letters 

noting the processes of wartime censorship and the questionable ability of letters to 

represent the "real experience of war". He also suggests that Witkop never explicitly explains 

7Watter. Literature a t  War. 91. 
Quoted in Natter. Literature a t  War. 92. 
Natter. Literature at War. 92. 



by "what standards or aesthetics a letter was or was not included."82 Although the letters do 

present problems, the advantages of using the letters of middle-class soldiers outweigh the 

dsadvantages, since they provide direct evidence of how these solders interpreted their 

environment. Letters, therefore, are important sources for discovering the ways in which 

these solders narrated their experience of industrial warfare. 

Although a number of these letters dscussed the problems of class, politics, and 

economic dsparity, the great number of letters that address the landscape of the First World 

War cannot be ignored as anomalies. The variety of letters written by soldiers suggest that 

changing environmental conditions w i t h  the space of war were, for middle-class soldiers, 

reflective of widespread changing condtions w i t h  German culture during the war years. 

Witkop's 1928 collection compiled 202 letters written by 91 student-solders. These letters 

include 61 duect references that address the environment, the landscape, and/or 

descriptions of the home landscape. What this means is that a full 30.2O/o of the letters 

address the environment and/ or the landscape of the Front and the home, which 

constitutes a sigruficant minority of middle-class German solders represented in the 

collection. One of the problems regardng Witkop's selection is the lack of letters from after 

191 6. Although there are some letters from 191 7 and 191 8, the bulk of Witkop's letters are 

from the first two years of the war. David Welch has addressed the issue of censorshp 

during the First World War and has made a c o m p e h g  argument whch notes a radical 

increase in German censorshp after August 29'h 1916 when a mhtary dctatorship was 

established with Paul von Hindenburg and Erich von Ludendorff at the h e l m . ' ~ i t h  an 

increase in censorshp in the public domain, the mihtary censorship of letters from the Front 

followed. The result of such censorshp left many solders unable to describe their 

surroundmgs, activities, and understanhgs of the war in ways that they had previously been 

allowed, leadmg to a decrease in the number of letters that appealed to Witkop's literary 

inclination. WM. I<. Pfeiler has argued that almost none of the solders in German Student? 

War Letten become pessimistic after 1916, rather their enthusiasm was transformed into 

determination. However, it must be noted that Pfeiler wrote h s  argument in 1941 

attempting to understand the mind of the German solder and this may have tainted h s  

R2 Natter, Literature at War. 120-1, 203. 
83 David Welch, Germanv. P r o ~ a ~ a n d a .  and Total War 1914- 1918: The Sins of Omission. (London: The 
aithlone Press, 2000), 162-9. 



argument and assumptions.R4 The lack of letters after 1916, and the accompanying lack of 

landscape references, could be attributed to increased pessimism regardmg the war; however, 

the existence of censorship clouds such a definite conclusion. 

The letters that do contain references to landscape written by middle-class German 

soldiers in the first years of the war, portray the landscape of the Front as both dystopic and 

utopic, and these discussions of the landscape enabled soldiers to organize the space around 

them in a multitude of ways. In using contrasting dystopic and utopic language, soldiers 

constructed the landscape of the Front through a specific cultural dscourse that related the 

landscape of the peripheral (the Front) to that of the central (the home- Germany).x5 Thus in 

defining the space of the Front as dystopic, solders were able to communicate and critically 

analyze their experiences of industrial warfare. 

The Apocalyptic Landscape of Industrial War 

By the time the First World War ended in November 1918, the landscape of the 

Front had been decimated. Nations from all over the world had thrown all that military 

technology could offer at the enemy for over 1500 days. On the Western Front 80 percent 

of the Aisne and Ardennes regions had been reduced to wasteland, 1000 vdlages or towns 

had been razed, and 2000 others virtually destroyed.'"he physical territory of the Front had 

shown the world the destructive power of technology and its effects on the pastoral 

landscape of France. After observing the Western Front, the American Robert Dunn 

hghlighted its apocalyptic character by stating, "H.G. Wells or Dante d d  seem anaemic 

beside one drenched and glistening space we saw between those close lines."x7 Shells, bullets, 

gas, and mortars had turned the earth into the "degree zero" of hstory in whch all traces of 

human 'civhzation' and natural elements had been destroyed." The German painter Otto 

Dix, who served for nearly the entire war, described the Front as "endless and bleak, running 

this way and that before a pair of dark, shot up broken down pines, a white, grey, yellow 

84 WM. K. Pfeiler, War and the German Mind: The Testimonv of Men of Fiction Who Fought at the Front. 
(New York: ALE Press Inc, 1941), 66,79. 
X5 Hetherington, The Badlands of hlodernitv, 20,25. 
8Womy Golan, Modernitv and Nostal a: Art and Politics in France Between the Wars (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1995), 8. 
X7 Robert Dunn, Five Fronts: On the Firine Lines with English. French. Austrian. German. and Russian 
Troops (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1915), 164. 
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landscape of death e~tended."'~  or Dix, the landscape of the Front was defined by 

destruction. The physical environment could only be conceived by its lack of 'normalcy' and 

its association with death. The destruction of the natural environment allowed solders like 

Dix to describe the Front as fundamentally dfferent from previous experiences of 

landscape. As opposed to the idyllic landscapes preserved by German environmental 

preservationists, the landscape of the Front "was more suggestive of the moon than the 

earth, as heavy shelling destroyed not only men but nature, a devastation that would haunt 

the imagination of those forced to live in the tren~hes."~" The environment of the Front was 

a new and previously unirnaped landscape of death and destruction. In order to construct 

meaning in relation to this new landscape many middle-class solders b d t  upon the 

dscourses of pre-war environmental conservationists and re-conceptualized the landscape of 

the Front as a symbol of the destructive power of technology, progress, and modernism. 

The very forces that were to have brought about the zenith of civilization and culture were 

now associated with death and destruction. 

Solders' daries, letters, and correspondence repeatedly drew comparisons between 

the destruction of the land and the destruction of human bodies. Soldiers described the 

'murder' of forests in the same type of language that they described the violence inficted on 

the human body." Solders on the Western Front saw d o n s  of men perish, but also 

watched as the land was tied down with barbed wire, poisoned with gas, exposed by trench, 

and cratered by shells. Nicholas J. Saunders has argued that the destruction of the landscape 

at the Front was constantly being compared to the destruction inficted upon the armies of 

Germany. In the worst areas 1,000 shells fell per square meter of land, over 330,000,000 

square meters of earth was dsplaced for trenches, and 375,000,000 square meters of barbed 

wire were spread across the mud and earth." Personal accounts of thls process of 

environmental and humanitarian destruction are telling. In a letter from November 5th, 1914 

Fritz Franke wrote: 
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I myself can hardly believe that such bestial barbarity and unspeakable suffering 
are possible. Every foot of ground contested; every hundred yards another trench; 
and everywhere bodies- rows of them! All the trees shot to pieces; the whole ground 
churned up a yard deep by the heaviest of shells; dead animals; houses and churches 
so utterly destroyed by shell-fire that they can never be of the least use again. And 
every troop that advances in support must pass through a mile of chaos, through this 
gigantic burial-ground and reek of corpses.93 

For Franke the devastation of the land was equated with the rows of dead soldiers. The 

destruction of trees was as &stressing as the deaths of soldiers. Sirmlarly Georg Stiller 

contrasted the previous beauty of the landscape with devastating effects of modern warfare: 

Nature wears its most beautiful spring dress, the sun laughs from the blue tent of 
heaven, but through blossoming, green-growing Nature fly the shells, destroying 
trees and fresh bushes, tearing deep holes in the earth, and anddating young, 
blossoming human lives.y4 

Both these descriptions reveal the way that numerous accounts from German solders 

described the destruction of both the landscape and human beings by war. In using language 

that described the barbarity of war, and contrasting this to the "blossoming" landscape, the 

writers begin to construct the landscape of the Front as a dystopic space devoid of meaning, 

in essence creating a figurative and literal wa~teland.~~ 

Thomas Lekan has argued that pre-war dscourses defining the landscape greatly 

influenced the ways that soldiers understood their relationship to the environment. Lekan 

claims that pre-war dscourses defrned landscapes as a conglomeration of both natural and 

man-made elements. This definition of landscape allowed solders to articulate a 

metaphorical connection to the environment; that is, soldiers saw the destruction of men 

and land as related. Soldiers could argue that both they and the landscape were exposed to 

the same barbarity of violence, leadmg many of them to associate themselves with the 

landscape itself. Gerhard Gurtler expresses this idea in a letter from the Front on August 

loth, 1917: "The battlefield is really nothing but one vast cemetery. Beside shell-holes, groups 

of shattered trees and smashed up farms, one sees little whte crosses scattered all over the 

ground- in front of us, behind us, to right and left.. .""' Gurtler describes the landscape of 

" Fritz Franke, November 5t11 1914, German Students' War Letters, 123. 
" Georg Stiller, May 16'11 1915, German Students' War Letters, 126. 
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the Front as a cemetery, not only one in which solders are buried, but in whch the 

landscape itself has died. The connection between the death of men and the environment is 

important, for creating a connection between solders and the land might lead to the 

conviction that the land and the soldier might regenerate themselves in a reversal of the 

war's destructive impact. Otto Dix's 191 7 sketch "Grave (Dead Solder)" suggests t h s  idea 

visually by o u t h g  the body of a soldier that appears to fade into the earth with growing 

poppies emerging from the earth and the body (see Appendur I)." T h s  sketch appears to 

capture the intertwined relationshp that German solders had with the earth they fought in 

and under. The blending of the body with the earth communicates the sentiment that the 

living and dead live in a constant relationship with the landscape, an idea that is hghlighted 

by the impact of a destructive war. 

The connections between the war experiences of soldiers and pre-war ideas of 

landscape were often articulated using dystopic imagery and language. T h s  process enabled 

soldiers to describe destructive aspects of warfare as intrinsically valuable, for only in 

understandmg the absolute depravity of modern warfare could solders critically analyze the 

culture which had created the destruction. As middle-class German solders lived and died in 

the carnage of the First World War, many looked to the landscape to give meaning to their 

experiences. Paul Rohweder commented on the landscape of the Front in October 1914: 

"Under a golden poplar lies a dead comrade. In the peasants' farmyards lie dead cattle. The 

windows are broken by shell-fire. Not a bird is to be seen. All nature holds it breath with 

fear. The air is heavy with the reek of gunpowder. The sun is setting, blood-red."" For 

Rohweder, not only did men bleed and die, but so too d d  the landscape. The 'blood-red' 

sun then becomes a signal that the environment reflects the destruction taking place on the 

Western Front. S d a r l y ,  August Stramm's (1 874-1 91 5) poem l'atmville (Reconnaissance 

Patrol) makes reference to the death of nature and men (See Appendur 2). At the end of the 

poem, Stramm writes " ~ s t e  wii7gen.. . Gellen/Todm and it is assumed that the death is of the 

" Otto Dix, "Grave (Dead Soldier)", 1917 O Estate of Otto Dix / SODRAC (2006). 
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soldier, however, the three references to the natural environment in the six-line poem can 

also refer to the death of the natural in warfare." 

Their lack of proximity to the violence prevented many civhans from understanding 

the experiences solders faced on the front lines and their relationshp to the landscape. 

Visitors to the battlefield were unable to connect ths landscape to their common 

conceptions of the natural environment. The film journal Der Kinematograph reported that the 

modern battlefield was impossible to film because "hardly anything can be recopzed 

clearly.. . the whole field of battle gives the impression of a landscape that is almost 

completely dead" (August 3oth, 1916).""' To this author, the "dead landscape is aesthetically 

worthless because it is unrecopzable in comparison with understood notions of a utopic 

landscape. In contrast to this, soldiers' used dystopic language to describe the Front in order 

to create value out of a decimated landscape. German soldiers described "a field and wood 

of horror" and "seas of mud", but also understood that in the face of cataclysmic 

destruction the environment was persistently revitalizing itself, pushmg up new grass even as 

bursting shells destroyed the earth. Observing the regenerative nature of the landscape in the 

face of modern war, many solders saw the landscape of the front as not entirely dystopic 

and drew close connections between themselves and the land in the hopes for personal and 

collective regeneration following the endtng of hostihties."" By contrasting nature's 

generative capacities with technology's destructiveness, solders were able to characterize 

technology as detrimental to German KuItur. The dfference in descriptions of the landscape 

is telling, for whde the civilian was able to see the landscape only as 'dead', many solders 

were able to observe natural elements at work within the context of the Front. Ths, in turn, 

allowed those natural elements to act as symbols of psychological consolation. Thus, rather 

than disregard the landscape of war, the solder imbedded meaning within the dystopic 

landscape in order to argue for the value of tradtionally understood forms of landscape. The 

dstance of the battlefront landscape from conventional notions of Heimat landscapes can 
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also be seen in the soldiers' use of the concept of wilderness in describing aspects of their 

war experience. 

Defmitions of wilderness have fluctuated over thousands of years. Simon Schama 

specifically addresses contrasting perceptions of the wilderness through an observance of the 

Roman historian Cornelius Tacitus, whose Germania; or; On the Onign and Sitrnation uj'the 

Germans had been written around the year 98."" Tacitus' account of the decimation of 25,000 

Romans under Publius Quintilius Varus by Arminius in the German forests embodies 

conflicting defmitions of the wilderness. For the Germans, the environment was sacred, life- 

giving, and a protector; however, the Romans perceived the environment as unknown, 

primitive, and fearful bghlighted by the d~fficulty Germanicus had in convincing h s  Roman 

troops to enter the forests to pursue Arminius)."" Thus, for Tacitus, the wilderness 

environment is both sacred and profane, and it is ths  idea that allows Schama to argue that 

the meanings of landscape and wilderness are culturally constructed. 

During the late 19'~ century, American writers such as Richard Muir and Henry 

David Thoreau argued that "in wilderness is the preservation of the world"; constructing an 

image of wilderness whch could act as what Simon Schama called the "antidote to industrial 

~ociety.""'~ These writers argued that the physical environment could act as a counter- 

balance to the negative aspects of industrial society. For many middle-class German soldiers 

fighting on the Western Front, the landscape of the homeland was often portrayed as utopic 

(in the tradtion of Muir and Thoreau); however, profane definitions of landscape and 

wilderness were also used to define the space of the Front. Faced with the technologically 

decimated landscape, many soldiers described a natural environment that had become the 

unknown and unrecognuable. Rudolf Bindmg seemed to hghlight ths understanding of 

wilderness in commenting: "The English are separated from us by the wilderness whch we 

created in our retreat."'"5 Bindmg characterizes the space between the German and English 

lines as a 'wilderness' in language that describes the physical landscape as laclung any natural 

or built elements. For soldiers such as Bindmg the wilderness landscape is constructed by the 

destructiveness of modern technology. The unrecogmzable wilderness landscape is therefore 
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not the wilderness of Muk and Thoreau, but rather one which lacks any 'natural' references 

within the landscape. The chaos and unrecognizability of the Front is further described by 

Paul Hub in a letter dated October 31" 1914: 

Every day spent here makes it clearer to me how beautiful home is and what a crowd 
of feehgs that word 'home' brings out in me.. . . All around men the most gruesome 
devastation. Dead and wounded solders, dead and dying animals, horse cadavers, 
burnt out houses, dug up fields.. . all ths is scattered around me, a real mess."'" 

Amongst dead men and destroyed fields, Hub associates chaos and destruction with a 

negatively defmed concept of wilderness that exists in stark contrast to utopic images of the 

homeland. 

As soldlers debated the chasm between expectation and experience, the thm, 

inflexible strip of land of the Western Front where "bullets and shells buzz[ed] f i e  

bumblebees" led many to re-conceptualize the space of the Western Front. As men fought 

underground amidst their dead comrades, many soldiers began to characterize the landscape 

of the Front as 'hell'."" For many German soldiers 'hell' was defined as a space of ultimate 

suffering, where nothing could live and where God did not exist. Although religious leaders 

in Germany consistently argued that 'God was on their side', many German solders could 

not believe that such an idea could be true for their experience proved otherwise.'"' Solders 

such as kchard Schmieder wrote that the war was "a gigantic murder, by means of bullets, 

shells, axes, and bombs, and there was such a thundering, crashng, bellowing and screaming 

as might have heralded the Day of ~ud~rnent.""'"or many solders, these experiences 

represented the h t  of human endurance, "it was hell"."" Some solders, faced with the 

catastrophic experiences of their perceived 'hell,' would recognize themselves as Mzmulmen, 

or "walhng dead"."' Touched by the destruction which surrounded them, many solders 

1•‹"n this letter Paul Hub he also consoles his fianck, assuring her that he is fine, unafraid, and safe- he 
effectively communicates his fears of the unknown and death while also assuring her of his safe return. What 
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recognized the dystopic landscape as representative of the war experience on the Western 

~ront."' T h s  process of understanding the Front as a dystopic environment builds upon the 

early 2oth century writings of the architect Paul Schultze-Naumburg who argued that human 

culture would be destroyed by its own techno1ogy.''~chu1tze-~aumbur~'s ecological 

argument for nature preservation stated that: 

When man has gained everything that can be gained using his technology, he wdl 
realize that the resulting easy life on a dsfigured Earth is no longer worth living; that 
we have torn up everything that our planet has handed to us, that this subversive 
activity has destroyed [the planet] and thereby our~elves."~ 

Many German soldiers seemed to agree that Schultze-Naumburg's prediction had come true 

during the First World War and blamed the carnage of the war on technology. Although 

many soldiers held the technological advances of war in contempt, often those very 

developments hghlighted the space of the Front as distinct from surroundmg landscapes. 

As the First World War progressed, one of the reasons for shfting views of the 

landscape was the increased use of planes and air power. T h s  shift, while an important 

military move, also sigmficantly changed the ways in which German combatants viewed the 

landscapes of war. Alyson Booth has argued that the immensity of the battlefields shfted 

geographic perceptions so that maps of the Front became simplistic, preventing generals 

from understandmg the full scope of warfront conditions. Srndarly, it can be argued that 

pilots in the air also developed very different points of view based upon their aerial vantage 

point."5 From the air, pilots were granted a dstinct view of the landscape wherein they 

viewed the landscape as unhke any other 'natural' environment (See Appendix 3 and 4). 

Pilots were further able to place the ravaged landscape of the Front in relation to 

surroundmg landscapes, hghlighting the distinct space that the Western Front occupied. 

One such pilot, Martin Hieber, flew above the Somrne and was able to construct a 

&chotomous landscape that was both dystopic and utopian. While lengthy, the description 

of the landscape in his letter is revealing: 
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My heart swells when I look down on the sunlit earth and see the mountain ranges 
stretched below me and the streams findmg their way through the marvelous colour- 
scheme of green woods and meadows, dark blue sea, violet mist on the vanishmg 
horizon, and pink cloud. The almost flat landscape here on the Somrne is 
exceptionally beautiful from above. The broad valley with its shimmering marshes; 
the villages with their lush meadows; the yellowish-gold of cornfields; the roads 
penciling delicate lines through this mosaic; the intertwining shadows of hills: all thls 
constitutes such a wealth of colour and form that one can hardly take in all the 
details at once. 
But beyond the Somrne and farther north- the raging battle; the churned up earth; 
the blazing and smoking ruins; the never-ceasing flashes and explosions of shells; the 
suddenly rising columns of smoke; the constant roar of drum-fire which smothers 
everything in dirt and smoke: this is a gruesomely beautiful spectacle."" 

The point of view of the author allows him to understand and describe the landscape 

in a very different way than is often observed in letters written by the infantry. What Hieber 

effectively describes is a landscape of war in relation to the surrounding environment. If the 

aerial perspective placed the destruction of modern warfare upon a small strip of land that 

existed within a larger picturesque landscape, then ths  landscape exists outside of apparent 

'normal' understandings of landscape. Hieber defmes the space of the battlefield as 

"gruesomely beautiful", a dstinct space whlch acts as a counterpoint to conventional views 

of landscape. The aerial vantage point allows him to place the dystopic landscape of the 

Front w i t h  the context of a utopic picturesque 'untouched' landscape, solidfying a bi-polar 

definition of landscape. Heiber's description of the Front emphasizes the fundamental visual 

contrast between utopian and dystopian visions of landscape which many solders used to 

narrate the relationshp between the Western Front and surrounding landscapes. 

The Central Landscape- Home Front as Utopic Landscape 

Building upon the language of landscape and monument preservationists in 

Germany, middle-class soldiers perceived landscapes to be a symbol of personal and 

communal identity. Conventional landscapes were understood by soldiers to be guardians of 

spatial and ethnic identity. During the First World War, the geographic position of the Front 

outside the German homeland allowed soldiers to see it as a barrier that defended the 

concept of Heimat and demonstrated the superiority of German fidtur. The separateness of 

the home-landscape and the Front-landscape allowed solders to see their activities in 

''"fartin Hieber, December 4"' 1916, German Students' War Letters, 347. 



wartime as existing outside of normal conventions. The Front became a dystopic vision of 

the impact of technology on the environment that had departed from tradtional 

understandings of landscape. German soldiers could mourn the destruction of the landscape 

in France while communicating the idea that the German Heimat (and therefore their notions 

of personal and collective identity) remained intact. The distinctions that soldiers made 

between the space of the Front and that of the homeland suggests that these spaces could be 

separated conceptually. Yet the complex ways that solders perceived the relationship 

between these spaces highlights the importance conventional landscapes had in soldiers' 

narrations of their experiences. 

When German soldiers crossed the Rhme River they traversed a definitive cultural 

outside/ inside topographcal dstinction."' However as they fought in ths  foreign territory 

many middle-class German soldiers found echoes of the landscape of their homeland. This 

might be a stimulus to remember "how beautiful Germany is" or the landscape of the 

Western Front could be reconceptualised as a German space based upon the deaths of 

d o n s  of German solders. "' Elizabeth Marsland has stated that this process of attributing 

cultural value to landscapes in warfare allows the land to assume a mantle of holtness and to 

be raised to a principle. Marsland goes on to quote Ronald Peacock who argued that wartime 

landscapes construct "associations between the state and the indviduals" and that the 

concept of the nation is intricately connected to the desire to protect one's physical 

surroundmgs. "' T h s  idea suggests that German solders could perceive their surroundmgs 

on the Western Front as intrinsically related to the nation of Germany. Whde most German 

soldiers did not believe that the space of the Front was in fact part of Germany, it can be 

argued that the space of the Front was perceived as a representative of German ideals and 

culture. Marsland argues that the experience of war and the thousands of dead buried on the 

Western Front solidfied connections between soldiers and the landscape w i t h  the space of 

the Front. Soldiers connected the landscape of the Front with their justification for the war 

thereby connecting the space of the Front to that of the home. Thus in depicting the 

landscape of the Front using Heimat imagery, solders were able to support a sense of 

"' Natter, Literature at War, 39. 
"8 Thomas hiann, "Gedanken im Kriege phoughts in Wartime)", November 1914, Quoted in: Roshwald and 
Stites, Euro~ean  Culture in the Great War: The Arts. Entertainment. and P r o ~ a  anda, 1914-1918,45. 
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collective mission even as they experienced the full force of destruction that the war infhcted 

upon the landscape of the ~ront."" 

The key contributing element that affected these discourses during the years from 

1914 to 1918 was the fact that the landscape of the Front existed not in Germany but in 

France and Belgium. The landscape of the Front could be understood as peripheral to the 

predominant value of the homeland, yet it was central in the circumstances of war when the 

battlefront acted as a protective barrier for the Heimaf landscape. The formulation of a 

hierarchy of value for these dstinct landscapes by these soldiers suggests the complex 

relationshp that the heterotopic space of the Front had with the landscape of the home 

front. The landscape of the Front could in specific terms be deemed more valuable than the 

landscape of the home, but only w i t h  the context of war. Thls constructed hierarchy of 

landscape was only able to exist within the confrnes of a war fought outside of Germany, 

enabling the individual to justify their participation w i t h  the destructive process of 

industrial war. 

Understanding the Front as a protective barrier allowed solhers to perceive their 

actions as defendmg German middle-class cultural values, a discourse which emerged in 

Qscussions of landscape. SolQers like Helmut Aschuppe saw the spaces of the Front and 

Heimat as separate, yet understood that they were intricately interdependent upon each other 

in times of war. Wounded behind the Western Front, Aschuppe writes of h s  excitement to 

be back on the Front, "I should like to push the landscape aside as if it irritated me. I must 

get to the Front.. . I  must live once more in the realm of death.'"'' Importantly, Aschuppe 

understands the landscape of home as intact, and desires to 'push the landscape aside' in 

order to commit himself to the war in order to protect his Heimaf. In h s  letter of July 22 

1917, Johannes Phhppsen articulates this idea and uses it to justify his participation in the 

war and possibly calm the readers of his letters: 

My eyes have been gladdened with the sight of Germany's beauty, and I have a home 
that I can truly love. This shows me where I belong when it is a case of defendmg 
that land. That is how I felt when I went to the Front for the first time, and it is just 
the same now."' 

12" Marsland, The Nation's Cause, 75. 
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For Philippsen, it is h s  emotional connection to the German landscape that seems to justify 

h s  participation in the war. In participating in the war, Phhppsen sustains his belief in h s  

own personal identity and humanity by defending the landscape that embodies his concept 

of normalcy. 

In the early months of the war, one of the most important ways that German 

soldiers articulated a hope for renewal following the destruction was through nationalist 

discourses in which landscape played an important role. Alfons Ankenbrand appealed to the 

nation in his letter of hlarch 1 lth 1915, describing Germany as a utopic landscape of woods 

and mountains. Ankenbrand justified his participation in the war as an act of protecting that 

landscape whch epitomized h s  personal and collective identity. Ankenbrand states 

"Fatherland! Home! How often have I rejoiced in your woods and mountains! Now you 

have need of your sons, and I too have heard the call.. . ."I2' Ankenbrand b d d s  upon Heimat 

discourses of nation, highlighting the relationshp between the individual and the nation. 

Sipficantly this process of using the environment to support the idea of the nation is 

mobilized in war without addressing the state. The photographer and Director of the Urania 

theatre in Berlin, Franz Goerke, portrayed the German landscape as full of 

M a g  in the lowlands, lovely and charming the mid-lying hdls and majestically 
exalted in the high mountains- this German landscape, whch in this time of struggle 
and battle is for us the greatest thing we have to defend.. . for this your sons 
summon life and blood to protect it for 

This utopian portrayal of German landscape in 1915 was built upon the discourse of 

landscape preservationists in the years before the war. The war was not simply fought for 

political and economic gain, but more importantly for the protection of German Ktllttlr and 

identity, a notion that was easily complicit with nationalist  discourse^.'^^ 

The meanings attached to the home front and battlefront were gendered as the Front 

was conceived as an exclusively male space and the homeland as female. As such, German 

solders viewed the home front with gendered terminology that described its untouched 

meadows and streams as objects deserving of protection and beckoned solders to vigilantly 

protect them from Germany's enemies who threatened to desecrate the innocence and 

'23 Alfons Ankenbrand, March 11'" 1915, German Students' War Letters, 73. 
lzJ Franz Goerke, Preface to Wdhelm Blosche's Die Deutsche Latzdschaft jn Vetgangenheit utz Gegenwart (1915). 
Quoted in Thomas Lekan, Ima-Sng: the Nation in Nature, 74. 
125 See endnote # I 4  Robert Wohl, The Generation of 1914 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979), 252. 



splendor of the German 1 a n d ~ c a ~ e . l ~ ~  One anonymous bricklayer encapsulated this belief, 

"What, indeed, is the meaning of the Fatherland? It is the Holy Land! It is the soil on whch 

we were born, where we spent our childhood, where we grew up, and where we shall 

establish or have established our lives."127 Wolfgang Natter has argued that while there was 

some opportunity for female participation in the support zones (etappen), the erlebnis 

(experience) of the Front was exclusively male and was perceived as sacred in the literature 

both during and after the h o ~ t h t i e s . ' ~ ~  Through the use of religious, environmental, and 

gendered language, soldiers were able to defme the landscape of the Front as a masculine 

space meant to defend the feminized utopia of the Heimat landscape. In constructing the 

landscape of the Front as such, solders were able to incorporate specific justifications for 

their involvement in the war, and further understand and communicate their experiences on 

the Western Front. 

The way in which the landscape of the Front was related to Heimat ideas of 

landscape could also often be found in artists' renditions of the landscape in propaganda 

posters. These images reveal the importance that the landscape had for German solders. 

One such recruiting poster was drawn by Fritz Boehle in 1915 and entitled "Thanks be to 

God" (See Appends 5).129 The image is that of a Christian medeval kmght on h s  horse with 

his hands in prayer with an inscription that reads, "Thanks be to God, Givest thou a mite, be 

it ne'er so small, thou shalt be blessed by God". Whde obviously playing upon the myth of 

the crusader, what makes the image interesting is the landscape in the background. In the 

foreground behind the h g h t  is a burning buildmg; however, this is flanked by a sublune 

landscape of a winding river, the rising sun, and a medeval town surrounded by the natural 

environment of rolling hills and forests. Whde hinting at the constant presence of 

destruction that is consistently associated with an eternal spiritual struggle, it is the landscape 

behmd the knight that appears to strengthen and support the knight. Another recruiting 

poster (see Appendtx 6) portrays a traditional rural landscape with abundant fields, a man 

ploughmg the earth, and a jutting church tower beside the pristine seaside. Above the small 

town the sun pours its rays out upon this landscape as if God himself was pleased with the 

12" Lekan, ImaPinine the Nation in Nature, 75. 
127 Taken from Feldbriefe Katholischer Soldaten, Georg Pfeilschefter ed., (1918), 83. Quoted in: Hafkesbrink, 
Unknown Germanv, 79. 
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people and the land. The message is clear in this poster, for framing this image are the words 

"Do you want this?. . .Defend our land.""" The landscape contained within the image 

portrays a perfectly balanced community includmg some industrial imagery but anchored in a 

romanticized vision of continuity including the peasant farmer and the centrality of the 

church. 

It is these sorts of discourses that many middle-class German solders could utilize as 

they explained their individual and collective understandmg of the war. The war was being 

fought to defend the landscape of Germany and to protect a German way of life. Although 

these images are important contributors to the nationalist rhetoric justifying the war, the 

importance of landscapes in these images is reveahg. The fact that the artists chose to make 

the landscape central to their pieces relays the fact that before and during the war, the 

landscape was a fundamental part of a common cultural vocabulary. The environment and 

landscape acted as social codes through which soldiers communicated the concept that the 

German landscape represented a way of life. The dystopic image of the Western Front 

thereby acted as a separate space, acting as a barrier which protected the utopic landscape 

and cultural ideals of the homeland. For conservationists, the advantage of using the concept 

of landscape rests in the idea that environmental culture was prevalent enough in German 

dscourses that anyone, no matter the geographic or economic background, would be able to 

visualize an ideal Heimat landscape. Landscape thereby formed a cultural language through 

whch soldlers were able to construct the space of the Front as dstinct from the utopic 

images of German landscapes. 

The idealization of the Heimat landscape greatly influenced the ways in which solders 

viewed the landscape of the Front. When German soldiers imagined their Heimat landscapes 

they contrasted that landscape to their experience in war, but still constructed a close 

relationshp between the different spaces of home front and front h e .  When Hans Martens 

wrote home to Charlottenburg he i m a p e d  the landscape of his home: "I imagme you lymg 

in a meadow beside the brook, letting the May wind play about your brow and gazing into 

the blue, spring sky, whde ranunculus and foam-weed have nothing better to do than to 

form the gaily coloured frame for this charming picture."'" For Martens' ths  sublune image 

'Wnknown artist, "Do you want this?", \%at did You do in the War Daddv? A T7isual Historv of Pro~aganda 
Posters The Australian War Memorial (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1983), 68. 
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of the landscape sustained h s  spirit on the Front. Another example of constructing the 

picturesque landscapes of Germany is found in Way HGlscher's letter of February 2oth, 

1916. Holscher describes the landscape of the Front and then asks that his family literally 

send him some of the German landscape to hun on the battlefield in Champagne. 

One thmg more: Would you be so h d  as to send me flower seeds? There is nothing 
very nice to look at round my billet, and, as I don't know how long I may be stuck 
here, I want to grow some flowers. Please send me sweet-peas, convolvulus, 
sunflower, flax, mignonette, etc. I want to cover the unsightly earth with verd~re."~ 

The landscape of the battlefield is so lacking in flora that he literally seeks to bring the utopic 

landscape that justifies h s  presence in the war, to the Front in order to bring about a sense 

of normalcy. It is t h s  'normalcy' that many soldiers sought in the Western Front in order to 

make sense of their experiences in the war. 

Although soldiers on the Western Front attempted to explain the vast differences in 

experience that the First World War presented, many soldiers continued to describe the 

landscape of the Front using positive language, motifs, and imagery that they were exposed 

to before the war. Ernst Gunter Schallert compared his experiences during the war to those 

experiences he had as a member of the German Youth groups in writing, "I enjoyed the 

march just as if it had been a walking tour for pleasure. We marched right over the 

mountains.. .They F s  fellow soldiers] lit great fires and lay around them singing."""he 

description of hilung, lying around fires and singing songs could easily have been a 

discussion of a youth group hiking trip before the war. In comparing these experiences 

Schallert seems to bring to the Front his previous understandings of camaraderie and 

appreciation for outdoor activity. 

What makes such a comparison interesting is the number of s d a r  descriptions 

whch compared the experience of war to pre-war ideas regarding the place of the 

environment. Rudolf Fischer describes the environment in s d a r l y  positive terms: "The sun 

was just rising in a wintery-red sky.. . It was quite home-like-the white-veiled landscape, the 

groups of fields and trees and the pretty vdlage, the cold fresh air.""%any positive 

descriptions of the landscape of the Western Front depicted traditional Heimat imagery 

within the context of modern industrial warfare in order to portray the landscape as an 

'" Willy Holscher, February 20th 1916, German Students' War Letters, 301. 
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utopian image that sustained solders' belief in their own personal identity and humanity. 

German solders' descriptions of the light of the stars during battle, the beautiful sunrises, 

the beauty of clouds, waving grasses, and wildflowers were not simply longings for their 

homes and pre-war experiences, but were built up in order to articulate the idea that the 

solders stdl saw the beauty of the natural landscape in the midst of industrial warfare.135 

Peter Barton's work on panoramic photographs of the Western Front reinforces the 

contention that such positive visions of the wartime landscape could indeed be sustained 

during the war years. He suggests that the landscape of the Front was not completely 

decimated, but much of the landscape (other than specific sections that were utterly 

devastated by intense fighting) remained intact throughout the war. Furthermore, images of 

solders planting vegetables in unused communication trenches reiterates the importance of 

natural elements not only for sustenance, but suggests a practical acknowledgement of the 

life-giving force of nature in the midst of the destruction of war. I 3 ~ M e  the technological 

was associated with death and destruction, the persistent existence of the natural offered 

some psychological consolation to many solders who noted thls process of regeneration. 

The landscape of Germany was a central image in the construction of a dscourse 

regardng the physical environment. The image of an idyllic and pristine home landscape 

allowed for a polarization of perception in regards to landscape. The death and destruction 

of the battlefront landscape existed outside of normalcy for German solders, allowing them 

to contrast the devastation to images of a feminized, picturesque landscape of the home. 

Even as many solders associated their personal homes with urban environments, the image 

of the pastoral countryside remained a fundamental descriptor of the nation, a concept that 

highlights the influence of pre-war conser~ationists.'~' Soldiers' fundamentally differentiated 

between the spaces of the Front and that of the Home, and in doing so constructed an 

image of the Western Front as the epitome of environmental degradation, an embodunent 

of 'hell'. However, the abhty of the landscape to re-grow and regenerate itself gave many 

German solders the hope that following the war Western Civilization, and particularly 

German society, could do the same. Interpretations of the landscape therefore 

Karl Aldag, November lltil 1914, German Students' War Letters, 29; Ludwig Finke, December 19t11 1914, 
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fundamentally framed both individual and collective understandings of the environment and 

the experience of the war. 

Western Front as Heterotopia: Landscape as Positive Force 

Whde German soldiers often addressed the landscape of the Western Front with 

dystopic language, reserving idyllic portrayals of the landscape for the homeland, a 

complicating factor in ths  discussion is the interaction of both dystopic and utopic elements 

within solders' descriptions of the Front. Robert Otto Marcus describes the interaction of 

idyllic landscapes with the devastation of war in a letter dated March 27th, 1915: 

The Argonne is a beautiful forest- in summer it must be unique- but the everlasting 
crashes, the howling of shells over our heads, the whisthg of stray bullets all around 
us and the noise they make striking the tree-trunks after a time quite spoil one's 
enjoyment.138 

Observing the landscape of the Argonne forest was seemingly a moment of 

inspiration for the young medcal student; however, the enjoyment was tainted by the 

devastation of war. On the Western Front the "unspoiled" and the "devastated" interact 

w i t h  the space of war, allowing solders to narrate the experience of war as one whch 
139 contains contradctory dystopic and utopic elements. The existence of contradictory 

definitions of landscape within a single space allows the solder to redefine relationships 

between the Front and the Homeland and between himself and his s ~ r r o u n d n ~ s . ' ~ '  At the 

crux of this process was a perceived division between technology and the natural 

environment, a division that allowed soldiers to argue that usages of modern technology held 

some responsibhty for the devastation of the First World War. German soldiers often 

articulated the idea that the landscape was reflective of German Ktrlttlr, thereby arguing that 

the decimation of the landscape of the Front signalled a departure from cultural ideas of the 

Heimat landscape. Observing the destroyed landscape of the Western Front, German soldiers 

attached themselves to the plight of the landscape in order to construe positive imagery 

within a narrative of environmental regeneration . Solders articulated a hope that, as the 

environment could regenerate itself in spite of the destruction, so too could both the 

indvidual and society regenerate themselves and shed the negative attributes that had led to 

13"obert Otto Marcus, March 27tI1, 1915, German Students' War Letters , 78. 
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the carnage of the First World War. 14' Thus, the landscape of the Front was constructed as a 

dystopic landscape, but simultaneously was perceived as a positive symbol for middle-class 

German solders who narrated their experiences through an observance of natural elements. 

The space of the Front is complicated by the co-existence of chaos and inspiration, creating 

a space in which solders were able to reconstruct personal and collective identities by using 

the symbol of environmental regeneration. In observing landscape as a positive force, 

middle-class German solders expressed the idea that the experience of the war was not 

simply mud, blood, and steel, but was also birds, trees, and flowers. 

The relationship of the environment with the space of modem war is a complex one, 

one in whch understood modes of landscape are able to communicate both destructive 

processes, and the hope for restoration. The complexity of ths  landscape has been argued 

by Rudy Koshar to be based upon the dsjunction between "the 'horizon of expectation' and 

the 'space experience"'.'42 In the example of the First World War, it is in the space of the 

Front where expectation and experience collide, forcing soldiers to address both ideas of 

destruction and regeneration. Landscape thus provides a space in which soldiers were able to 

redefine personal and collective understandmgs of the war. The concept of regeneration 

could be used to relate the dystopic front-he environment to utopic images of the home 

front. Some middle-class German soldiers would argue that the landscape of the Front was 

decimated but not permanently destroyed, given their belief in the ability of the environment 

to regenerate itself. In using landscape as a positive force, solders were able to h k  pre-war 

expectations with their wartime experiences. Focusing upon utopic images of the home and 

the regenerative abilities of the landscape allowed German soldiers to imagine a post-war 

world based upon ideas of a purified German K d t w  and Heimat that had shed the negative 

aspects of technology and progress. T h s  again was not romantic escapism, but a vision of a 

world where ideas of progress and technology co-existed with the protection of tradition and 

culture. These ideas had emerged in pre-war environmental discourses but were accentuated 

during the hosthties of 1914 to 1918. 

The connection that many solders perceived between themselves and a landscape 

which contained both dystopic and utopic imagery, produced more complex narrations of 

14' Hafkesbrink, Unknown Germany, 65. 
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the war experience. Battlefronts were often described as a natural environment that offered 

solders moments of solace and the psychological consolation of regeneration. For a number 

of solders the war was their first lengthy foray into the environment outside of urban 

centres, and some found aspects of ths  experience rewarding. Rudolf Fischer was one such 

soldier who articulated the close association he felt with nature on November 181h 1914: 

"[nlever before have I been so inspired to medtations by the sight of the starry heavens; 

never have I lived so close to nature."14%ature was inspiring for Fischer, for it was the 

aesthetic value of the natural environment that gave him a sense of purpose. In a s d a r  

fashion, Rudolf Moldenhauer describes the 

beautiful sunset over the watery marshes of the Somme; when a beautiful, cold, 
December morning breaks through the mist of dawn and the red clay of the trench 
glows in the sunshme; then we are happy and rejoice lrke chddren over the beauty of 
it.. . their [the solders] bodes seem to be bursting with health and fitness. They are 
all young, and full of joy in Nature.. . 144 

Moldenhauer ideahes both German soldiers and the landscape by associating the young, 

healthy bodes of the soldiers with the beauty of nature whde interestingly includmg the 

trench in his picturesque portrayal of the landscape. Other soldiers similarly communicated 

the importance of the environment in their experience of the Front. Martin Drescher 

described how he was cheered "by the sight of the glittering stars", and Karl Adag also 

described how "the stars shone so quietly and brilhantly down upon the battle- that was 

really bea~tiful."'~~ The focus on the stars and their beauty as an inspiration built upon pre- 

war discourses of nature as offering enlightenment and healing. Franz von Drathen further 

celebrated the natural, noting in a letter the larks that sang above him and becoming ecstatic 

when "in front of the work of destruction- a purple c r o ~ u s ! " ' ~ ~ o r  von Drathen, the crocus 

was a symbol of his 'home'; thus the utopian landscape of Germany had permeated all the 

destructive power of war and was able to impose itself in a hosttle environment. 

By framing dscourses regarding the war withn notions of landscape, soldiers and 

civilians were able to construct metaphors that enabled the war to be understood and 

'-'3 Rudolf Fischer, November 18t11 1914, German Students' War Letters, 14. 
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justified within culturally defined notions of normalcy. The war was not an anomaly but part 

of a dscourse regarding the development and progress of Germany and the place 

technology and the environment had within the notion of progress. Alfred Richard Meyer's 

poem "An Meine Ere" (To my Earth) is a work that discusses these ideas relating the 

destruction of war to the natural environment. Meyer's poem does not criticize the war but 

celebrates the land, noting that it is the soil of the trench which protects the solder.'47 The 

soil then is not understood to be part of the alien French landscape, but rather, is perceived 

as the guardan of the German solder. When Meyer writes in hopes that the earth may be 

laying "in der Ebene eines FdXngS7 (in the smoothness of a springtime), he communicates the 

hope for both environmental and cultural regeneration.'48 The idea of a distinct connection 

between the environment and the soldier is essential; however, the importance of this idea 

rests on soldiers' beliefs in the regenerative powers of the natural. 

The fluidty with which soldiers were able to portray the death brought on by 

industrial war and the regenerative processes of nature hghlight the Western Front as a 

space that is fundamentally dfferent from previous notions of landscape. The landscape of 

the Western Front was frequently portrayed as containing seemingly contradctory elements 

of violence and regeneration. Thls conflict can be perceived in two contrasting quotations; 

the first discovered on the body of a dead German officer: 

After crawling out through the bleedng remnants of my comrades, and through the 
smoke and debris, wandering and running in the midst of the ragmg gunfire in search 
of refuge, I am now awaiting death at any moment. You do not know what Flanders 
means. Flanders means endless human endurance. Flanders means blood and scraps 
of human bodies. Flanders means heroic courage and faithfulness even unto death.I4" 

In the death and destruction of the Western Front ths  officer understood the destructive 

aspect of warfare, yet celebrated the stoic endurance of soldiers. The landscape was 

perceived to be both a place of death, pain, and destruction, but also of endurance and 

determination. This image of a dystopic landscape can be contrasted with the comments of 

Herbert Jahn as he walked through the woods around Verdun on May 41h 1915 

'-'7 Marsland, The Nation's Cause, 193. 
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The landscape looks so peaceful. Soon I plunge into the green sea: wonderful old 
beeches and oaks.. . Suddenly, in the midst of the wilderness, a grave, with a simple 
wooden cross! And over there another! The inscription is obliterated.. .How long 
will it be before the last traces of the grave have vanished- disappeared hke the 
name!I5" 

In the midst of the woods Jahn wonders how long it wdl be before nature obliterates the last 

traces of the war, hghlighting the ability of the environment to regenerate itself after the 

destructive processes of modern war. This portrayal of the landscape of the Western Front 

as both a space of death and regeneration provided an explanatory model for the war 

experience. The tragedy of environmental destruction and the human cost of the First World 

War can be reintegrated into visions of redemption in which the environment played a 

central role. 

Landscapes formed a basis for understanding the war experience in whch the 

concepts of Heimat and &lttlr are bound to the mechanized and modern world of the early 

twentieth century.151 The positive descriptions of the Front gives credence to the idea that a 

sipficant minority of middle-class German soldiers simultaneously addressed the landscape 

of the Front in both dystopic and utopian images in order to participate in wider cultural 

debates relating ideas of progress and technology to ideas of tradtion and the environment. 

According to Herbert Jahn who died of wounds in 1916, the natural provided the impetus 

for individual and cultural stimulation in the midst of a destructive war. Jahn emphasized the 

power of nature and celebrated hope for the future stating ". . .not even this war can rob us 

of Nature, and as long as I still have that I cannot be altogether unhappy."152 The solace that 

Jahn takes from the environment is based on aesthetics, for as long as he can observe some 

form of the natural he can see the potential for personal and collective redemption. Jahn 

articulates the idea that the destruction of war was based upon an ignorance of the value of 

the environment, and it is the natural that will inspire the future. 

The impact of modern technological elements upon the landscape of the Western 

Front led many German solders to address the relationshp between technology and the 

natural environment. Otto Dix described the lines of artillery guns as "forests", whtle other 

'50 Herbert Jahn, May 4th 1915, German Students' War Letters, 177. 
l j l  Eberle, World War I and the Weirnar Artists, 33. Also see: Lekan and Zeller, Germany's Nature, 125, 195. 
'j2 Herbert Jahn, May 1s' 1915, German Students' War Letters, 176. 
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solders described the stacheldraht (balls of barbed wire) as organic th~ckets . '~~ Soldiers were 

thus naturalizing the technological thereby shifting the meanings of warfare. Helmut 

Aschuppe used this kind of language when he wrote, "Our shells were flying one above the 

other like flocks of birds."'54 Soldiers like Dix and Aschuppe compared the ways in whch 

shells and bullets affected both the landscape and human beings, and began to naturalize the 

technological in order to understand and communicate the experience of living on the 

Western Front. 

In a s d a r  way Gotthold von Rohden, a solder fighting on the Western Front in 

1915, was attentive to both the detrimental affects of shells and bullets, but also the 

existence of flowers that some soldiers brought into the trenches. Rohden details this 

writing; 

I came upon a bit of trench which was decorated in a highly origmal manner: the 
bays and breastwork were adorned with pots of flowers.. . their frail delicacy 
seems particularly out of keeping with the surroundmg shambles. . . . Even the 
church has been shot to pieces by the French.. .even the dead have no rest beneath 
the earth, for the shells plunge deep into the ground and blow up the graves; at 
such spots one realizes to the full the misery of war.155 

Rohden describes the atrocity of war and its continued effects upon men even after death, 

yet simultaneously frames th s  by recopzing the flowers that decorated the trench in one 

section. Rohden recognizes both the fraghty of the flora and s idar ly  posits the fraghty of 

the solders themselves. The fraghty of life itself, and the way that Rohden recopzes this is 

through observation of the environment. Werner Liebert further encapsulates this idea in h s  

letter of December 4th 1914, writing "how beautiful life is one only realizes out here, where 

one has constantly to risk losing i t . " ' 5 ~ h i l e  Liebert does not specifically address the 

landscape, he notes that not only soldiers were at risk of destruction, so too was the land that 

they fought on and under. 

The melding of the technological and the natural w i t h  the space of the Front 

appears as a contradiction; however, upon further analysis the co-existence of dystopic and 

utopic images within solders' descriptions of the landscape suggests that this was often 

intentional. Soldiers connected themselves to the landscape, arguing that the environment 

'5' hlcGreevy, Bitter Witness, 48. Fussell, The Great War and Modern Memorv, 42,237. 
'j4 Helmut Aschuppe, October 25,1916, German Student's War Letters, 366. 
I 5 j  Gotthold von Rohden, February 19 1915, German Student's War Letters, 159-160. 
15Werner Liebert, December 4t11 1914, German Students' War Letters, 25. 



was being destroyed in as barbaric fashion as human beings were. Because of the 

regenerative power of the environment, t h s  connection suggested to middle-class German 

soldiers that German culture and society could also be resurrected following the ending of 

hosulities. In their descriptions of landscape, soldiers not only narrated their experiences of 

the First World War, they articulated their hopes for the future, anticipating a world in which 

ideas of technological progress were kept in check by concepts such as Ktllttlr and the 

environment. Analysis of solders' descriptions of the landscape of the Front thereby 

hghlights the importance space holds for the historian. In observing the ways that the 

meanings of space change, it is possible to emphasize the ways that human beings have 

understood the past and narrated their experiences and hopes for the future. 

When the war finally ended in the fall of 1918, that "narrow, though certainly 

endless, strip of ground, which seems much, much too narrow for its gigantic significance" 

was no longer shelled, covered with wire, or strewn with bullets for the first time in over 

four years.'57 In the weeks following the cessation of hostthties, one solder looked at the 

environmental catastrophe and asked, "How will they smooth out the land?"15' In the 

following years the fields began to spit up their metal; new trees, bushes, and flowers began 

to grow, and armies of men tried to fiU in and flatten the lunar landscape.'5' The effect of the 

First World War upon the landscape of the Western Front had truly been great. As a man- 

made environmental catastrophe it was unprecedented. What remains clear from the 

evidence available is that perceptions of the landscapes of Germany and the Western Front 

were the object of important cultural discourses that fundamentally affected the ways in 

which solders perceived themselves, their place in the war, and personal and collective 

justifications for the war. Although large collections of letters and correspondence from the 

First World War collected by the German government were destroyed in the Second World 

War, the amount of evidence available suggests that a significant minority of middle-class 

German soldiers believed that the landscape was a central component in understandmg the 

war experience. 

'j7 Herbert Weisser, April 6''' 1915, German Students' War Letters, 110-111. 
'58 Paul Fussell, The Great War and Modem Memorv, 69. 
1 5 W k ~ t e i n ~ ,  "War, Memory, and the Modern: Pilgrimage and Tourism to the Western Front", 154-158. 



Conclusion 

The First World War has long been associated with the mud, blood, and steel of the 

Western Front. Countless monographs have captured the space of the Western Front in a 

portrayal of absolute destruction. The reasons for this portrayal of the First World War 

experience are complex. That said, the failure of positive descriptions of the Front to emerge 

leads to an oversimplified portrayal of the war experience for German soldiers. Confronted 

with the carnage of the Western Front, many middle-class German combatants viewed the 

landscape of the Front as both dystopic and utopic. For some of these solders, the 

landscape of the Front was constructed as a space where the decimated landscape was 

understood as a positive force and a symbol of hope. Writing after the war, Ernst Junger 

described his experience in an enlightening paragraph which hghlights the complex ways 

solders narrated the First World War through ideas of landscape and space: 

And so there came about, as part of my dary, a conscientious account of life in 
C- sector, the small zigzag part of the long front where we were at home, where we 
knew every overgrown bit of trench and every ramshackle dugout. Round about us 
in the mounds of earth rested the bodies of dead comrades, every foot of ground 
had witnessed some sort of drama, behind every traverse lurked catastrophe, ready 
day and night to pluck its next chance victim. And yet we all felt a strong bond to 
our sector, as though we had grown together with it. We had seen it when it was a 
black ribbon windmg through the snowy landscape, when the florid thickets round 
about flooded it with narcotic scents at noontide, and when pallid moonbeams wove 
webs round its dark business. We sat on long summer evenings cheerfully on its clay 
ramparts, while the balmy air wafted the sounds of our busy hammering and banging 
and our native songs in the direction of the enemy; we plunged our beams and 
chopped wire while Death with his steel club assaulted our trenches and slothful 
smoke slunk out of our shattered clay ramparts.'"" 

For Junger, the experience of the First World War was fundamentally shaped by the 

space in which the war occurred. The Front (specifically because of its static nature) existed 

within a relatively small space in whch solders attempted to articulate meaning and 

reconstruct identity in a multiplicity of ways. Through an analysis of solders' letters, dstinct 

themes emerged in relation to their understandmgs of the space of the Western Front. 

Because of the catastrophc destruction caused by the increased mechanization of war, 

middle-class soldiers perceived the Front as a dystopic environment in contrast to idealized 

I"' Ernst Jiinger, Storm of Steel, Translated by Michael Hofmann (New York: Penguin, 2003), 51-53. 



and utopic images of the German Heimat. Soldiers were, however, also able to incorporate 

pre-war ideas of landscape into their understanding of the battlefront, focusing on the 

regenerative aspects of the environment in order to foster the psychological consolation that 

ideas of regeneration (both of the environment and the concept of cultural regeneration) 

offered. 

The ways that middle-class German soldiers organized and defined their 

surroundmgs reveal their understanding of their experience of the First World War. The 

Front can be understood as a heterotopic space based upon dffering conceptions of 

landscape and the relationshps that form these conceptions. As another cultural construct, 

the landscape of the home was idealized as utopic, a process that began in pre-war 

environmental culture, but climaxed with the opening of hostilities in 191 4. As the 

destructive processes of industrial war ravaged the French and Belgan landscapes on the 

Western Front, middle-class German solders began conceptualizing the Western Front as a 

dystopic landscape in contrast to the utopic Heimat landscape of Germany. Ths  contrast of 

meaning allowed the Front to be understood as a distinct and separate space from all 

surrounding spaces. In ths  sense, the landscape of the Front emboded a heterotopic space 

that acted as a space that suspended, reversed, and circumvented ideas of normalcy for 

German soldiers. '" In defining new cultural boundaries and definitions of landscape, 

German solders fundamentally shaped the narration of their experiences through their 

perceptions of the physical environment. What this paper has sought to articulate then is 

three-fold. Firstly, upon experiencing the ravages of modern warfare, middle-class soldiers 

constructed a space that was understood as dystopic in relation to pre-war conceptions of 

landscape. Secondly, these solders conceptualized the home landscape as utopic in contrast 

to the hellish landscape of war. Finally, following ths  polarization, soldiers complicated thls 

relationship by perceiving elements of the utopic landscape within the dystopic landscape of 

the Front, thereby conceptualizing the landscape of the Front as a positive force. 

Middle-class German soldiers' interpretations of the landscape was an essential 

element that shaped their narrations of the war experience. Whde soldiers observed the ways 

in whch a mechanized society influenced the environment during a lengthy industrial war, 

'" Vincenzo Guarrasi, "Paradoxes of Modern and Postmodern Geography: Heterotopia of Landscape and 
Cartographic Logic", in Postmodern Geo~raphy: Theory and Praxis, Claudio Mnca ed (Oxford: Blackwell 
Publishers, 2001), 228. 



they also understood the space of the Front to contain both utopic and dystopic elements 

which reflected cultural debates regarding the roles of technology, the environment, and the 

state before and after the war. The physical environment of the Western Front allowed 

middle-class German soldiers to associate themselves with the landscape based on a shared 

experience of physical and symbolic decimation. Simultaneously, soldiers were able to reflect 

upon pre-war notions of the Heimat landscape and argue that the space of the Front acted as 

a protective barrier which kept the destruction of the Western Front from affecting the 

utopic landscape. What this allows is the complication of the dystopic/ utopic polarization; 

soldiers incorporated utopic elements of landscape within the context of the Front in order 

to construct a regenerative landscape. By hghlighting the regenerative aspects of the 

landscape and connecting themselves to it, soldiers were able to give meaning and articulate 

individual and collective identity within the space of the Front. With the German defeat in 

1918, the hope for cultural regeneration that many German veterans had adhered to during 

the war became increasingly dfficult to believe in. 

With the endmg of the war in 1918 the environment on the Front began to heal itself 

from the trauma it had experienced for over four years. Visitors to the Front noticed as 

scarlet poppies covered Flanders, grass grew over the shell holes at Ypres, and surprised 

tourists at the speed at whlch the scars on the landscape dsappeared. Other observers noted 

the burial sites of thousands and imagined those spaces as gardens from which a new and 

better world would emerge.'" Both soldler and civilian looked to the landscape as a symbol 

of hope and renewal; however, the speed at which the environment regenerated was far 

greater than the speed of cultural and political 'regeneration7. 

When soldiers' returned home they took the space of the Front with them. Their 

naturalistic language of renewal and their images of dystopic landscape were infused into 

social discourses regarding the future of Germany. Soldiers spoke of an "inner healing" and 

argued that the landscape reflected ths  process.'6' After the catastrophe of d t a r y  defeat, 

soldiers re-formed preservationist movements and some such as Konrad Guenther argued 

that the defeat had occurred because the German people had not remained rooted enough in 

the "soil of Heimat."lG4 As solders returned home, the rhetoric of conservationism was 

the Nation in Nature, 81. 
np the Nation in Nature, 86. 

Lekan, Irnavhine the Nation in Nature, 87. 



infused into popular discourses, contributing to what Thomas Lekan has called the 

"militarization of Heimat".'" Even though growing numbers of individuals did use the 

environment as a discourse through which to debate the future of the nation, the growth of 

conservationist movements was held at bay by political instability, economic uncertainty, and 

changmg social codes. The introduction of Article 150 in the Weimar Constitution had 

placed "monuments of art, history, and nature, as well as landscape" under state protection; 

however, a lack of financial and political support hindered the implementation of 

conservative proposals.'6"he inability of the Weimar government to deal with the 

encroachment of industrialism upon natural environments led many conservationists and 

their supporters to turn towards popular political groups such as the NSDAP. The 

integration of conservationist groups into the Nazi Party came from the disappointment 

with the Weimar government whch failed to pass a national conservation law. Furthermore 

conservationists believed that a popular authoritarian regime would be better able to carry 

out conservationist measures.'" The faith that conservationists had in the ability of the 

environment to bring about cultural, political, and national regeneration led them into a 

political party that fired most conservationist leaders by 1937.'" Although some hstorians 

have argued that the modem environmental movement begun in the late 1880s "started out 

green and ended bloody red" in the Nazi period, the complexity of the issue highlights the 

need for further analysis.'" The ways that German solders incorporated pre-war deht ions  

of landscape into their experiences on the Western Front emphasizes the important 

influence environmental culture had upon popular ideas of war, culture, and the state. 

Although the history of the environmental movement within Germany from 1880 to 1945 is 

complex, the importance of the subject resides in the fact that discussions of landscape 

reflect cultural dscourses regarding the relationships between the state, nation, and regron, 

as well as addressing the ways in which human beings interacted with the environment 

Through the use of landscape hlstory, this paper has articulated the idea that the 

Western Front was not simply a 'hell' of mud, blood, and steel. The space of the Western 

165 Lekan, Imaeinins the Nation in Nature, 76. 
1" John A. Williams, "Between Democracy and Dictatorship: The C h a n p g  Ideology of the Bourgeois 
Conservation Movement 1925-1935", in Germanv's Nature: Cultural Landsca~es and Environmental History, 
Thomas Lekan and Thomas Zeller eds. (New Jersey: Rutgers, 2005), 187. 
167 Williams, "Between Democracy and Dictatorship", 196-7. 
1" Williams, "Between Democracy and Dictatorship", 200. 
1" Quoted in: Williams, "Between Democracy and Dictatorship", 183. 



Front was far more complex. It was a space understood to exist outside of normalcy; it could 

be seen as both dystopic and utopic; it was a place of connection to the environment; and it 

could give hope for the future of Europe. Analysis of letters, artwork, and other evidence 

allows a more subtle portrayal of the landscape of the Front to emerge, allowing the complex 

discourses which surrounded the war to find definition. The First World War experience of 

German soldiers cannot simply be perceived as homoerotic, nationalistic, or romantic 

escapist, but must be addressed in a far more complex fashion. The ways that soldiers 

observed their surroundings, gave them meaning, and articulated their place in the war 

experience were often shaped by certain perceptions of the landscape. Treating the space of 

the Front as a heterotopic space, and in that space observing the ways that soldiers defined 

the landscapes that surrounded them, gives a much clearer understanding of the various 

ways in which many middle-class German soldiers articulated their war experiences. 

Furthermore, understandmg the ways that German soldiers shaped their experiences and 

hopes for the post-war years hghlights the dtfficulty some soldiers had when they returned 

to a defeated Germany in which the ideas of regeneration they had constructed did not 

develop as they had anticipated. Further use of environmental and landscape hstory will 

provide a more complete portrait not only of the First World War, but also of the problems 

that faced defeated soldiers, and the attraction that the Nazi Party held for many 

conservationists. The use of landscape hstory can enrich our understandmg of the First 

World War experience and the complex multi-faceted relationshp human beings have with 

the natural world. 



APPENDICES 

Appendix 1) Otto Dix "Grave (Dead Soldier)" 191% 

Otto Dix. Grave (DeadSoldier), 1917. Black Crayon, 39 x 40.4 cm. 

O Estate of Otto D k  / SODLIC (2006), by permission. 



Appendix 2) August Stramm, "Patroville". 

Patrode / Reconnaissance Patrol 

August Stramrn (1 874 - 191 5) 

Translated by Reinhold Grimrn 

Die Steinefeinden 

Fenstergtinst Verrat 

Aste wiirgen 

Berge Straucher blattlem raschlig 

Gellen 

Tod 

The Stones inirnic 

Window grins betray 

Branches c h o h g  

Screeny bushes leafing rustly 

Yelling 

Death. 



Appendix 3) Fort of Douaomont, August 1916. 

Fort of Douaomont (August 1916) p20 0 Michelin Verdun: A;rgonne-Met? (1914-1918); 

Permission No. 06-US-005, by permission. 



Appendix 4) Vaux Fort, August 1916. 

Vaux Fort (August 1916) p75 OMichelin Verdun: Argonne-Metq 

Permission No. 06-US-005, by permission. 



Appendix 5) Propaganda Poster: Fritz Boehle, 1915. 



Appendix 6) Propaganda Poster: "Do You Want this? Defend our Land'. 

G E R M A N Y  1 9 i 4 - I W R  76 x m c m  
Artist unknown 
A war poskr~aturin9 a plasanfjamin.cj sow.  The poster says: DO 
you w n t  this?. . . Dtjnd our land.' 

Unacknowledged, O The Imperial War Museum, London, by permission. 
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